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THE STORY OF A PIN

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable ln Thomaston Reader Finds An Old
Relic Which Recalls Revolution
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
ary Days
tion and very reasonable.
i Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Many Interesting stories have been
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab ' written in The Courier-Gazette
lished and consolidated with the Oazetta about old books and other aged arti
ln 1882. The Free Press was established cles. I have one which I don’t beln 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated I lieve has ever been mentioned. I
March 17, 1897.
: suppose it is because it is rather un! usual for one of its kind to grow old
18,
1 in service. It is one of the old fash—
♦ j ioned brass pins made of two pieces
—
Time ls like money; the less
, of wire. The head is of fine wire,
— we have of It to spare, the —
1 twisted firmly about the top of the
* further we make It go.—H. W. — body of the pin.
— Shaw.
...
! I found it holding together a few
™ *••••• ••• ••• ••• •«. ... ... >•. ... ... ...
pages of a diary of 1797. My book of
’ Great Industries in the United States
1 tells me that pins of this kind were
IN PROBATE COURT
made up to the time of the RcvoluInventories filed: Estates Annette j tion, and what few they did have
Denig Jones, late of St. George, came from England, so to encourage
The
$58,625.13; Rosaltha E. Rokes, late the art in this country.
of Appleton, $1311.25; Katherine Provincial Congress in the fall of
1775 offered 50 pounds or $243.50 for
Mather, late of Rockland, $893.73.
’ the first 25 dozen pins of domestic
Special meeting at Salvation Army make equal to those imported from
England, and costing seven shillings
tonight.—adv.
sixpence a dozen, or $1.70.
Several men from Rhode Island
entered the contest and manufac
tured solid-headed pins up to 1824.
FRIDAY
At this time a machine was patented
IS A LUCKY DAY
by Wright which makes the solid
headed modern pins of today at one
WE PLACE ON SALE
j operation.
I think it must have been at the
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
time when pins were so scarce, that
: the trait of picking them up, was
Another Lot of
handed down to us, because as
j plentiful as they are. we see all sorts
36 in. Fast Colored Percale j of people doing it. Even gray haired
i dignified men and women stoop to
at 10c a yard
I recover them. They seem to have
some fear of bad luck if they let them
E. B. HASTINGS & CO- Ji lay
there.
A Reader
I Thomaston.

EXTRA SPECIAL
THURSDAY-FR1DAY-SATURDAY

SALE
LITTLE PIG PORK
FRESH HAMS, Whole,

lb.

19c

FACE HALF FRESH HAM,

lb.

22c

SHANK HALF FRESH HAM,

lb.

18c

LITTLE PIG PORK STEAK,

lb.

32c

FRESH HAM ENDS,

lb.

10c

THIS IS A MOST ATTRACTIVE OFFER

PERRY’S MARKET
Read Our Special Offer of Halibut on Pages 1 and 6

A MYSTERY
These Strange Looking Lines May Not Mean
a Thing To You—But Look Through the Clas
sified Ads and Find the Key—and Win One of
the Twenty Guest Tickets to Park Theatre.
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PINANSKY’S

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 19, 1931

DAY

OF*TRIUMPH

JUNE BUGS IN WASHINGTON
*

Alive and Squirming, Mrs. Overlork
Says.—Somc Freaks Of the Winter
Delivers Three Speeches In Rockland and Acts As Debating Season

Judge—Climax At Men’s League

we did our boys in the World War. cause Glencove is nearer the ocean 1
and he deprecated the fact that and has consequently less snow, ice [
and cold weather (perhaps) is no '
while we are trying to teach the’ reason why June bugs, angleworms,
heathen Christian ways our Ameri etc., should only be found there.
Here in Washington Feb. 21 anglecan newspapers are so consistently
worms. grubs and June bugs were
filled with stories of crime,
dU7 out, alive and squirming from
“We must eliminate hypocrisy and under two feet of snow with a scant
we must respect all laws.” Turning two inches of frozen earth.
The deep snow has acted as a
to the subject of prohibition he said:
“I believe liquor to be the curse of warm blanket and prevented the
i i* «
beingswhere
deeply
the ___
age. „
If the _
majority
of the peo- ij (round
A,,o jn from
the roads
P/heyfrozen.
have
i pie want to repeal the Eighteenth , been plowed down with the snow
Amendment that’s up to them; I shall j plough the water can be seen eating
oppose it.”
!snow from underneath. The re__„
'ccnt rainstorm soaked into the
Judge Pinansky was frankly out- ground without trouble and the
spoken against “cranky and fanati-1 wells in most places which were
cal ways" in undertaking to enforce ! low have filled to a depth of four or
the prohibitory law. “We don’t need i f[ve feet. which is quite unusual at
any more Carrie Nations," he said. Il'
of year'
Clara S. Overlook
“What we need is an educational [ Washington
campaign. We must show men what |
WHY NOT “RAT DAY"
it means to disregard the laws on ;
the statute books; let them know > Warren Correspondent Thinks New
how much good they can do by de- i Hampshire Way Could Be Followed
priving themselves of some of their ! To Advantage
‘temporary exhilaration' and apply
Warren. March 16
ing it to the material salvation of Edbor of The Courier-Gazette:
—
the suffering. Keep on holding
"March 10 was set aside as a day
‘ meetings like this, and collaborate for war on rats in the State of New
, with one another so that posterity Hampshire. These rodents, as every
body knows, destroy in a wanton
will do even better. Justice is not
Club, later addressing the High I confined to the courts; our duty is manner several tons of food stuffs
each year. A bait, called red squill,
School assembly, and acting as judge to assimilate, and help lift the un a kind of onion weighing anywhere
ol an Interscholastic debate.
fortunate to our level. Eliminate the from eight to 12 pounds, and found
When he had completed these! double standard of living in your near the shores of the Mediterran
duties it was time for his appearance own home. Do not command your ean Sea, is prepared with cereal, with
freshly ground meat, and in other
j at the Baptist vestry, where a record children not to do the things they things that appeal to the rats, and
, crowd had assembled to give the dis- !
see you doing. What do you sup- sold at a minimum cost to such per
! tinguished visitor the welcome that jj pose the railroad engineer thinks sons as desire it for use, and this
his achievements had so richly who is told that he must not drink bait is placed around in likely spots.
The red squill is especially good as
earned for him. It was so large a liquor while on the same train the it is harmless to other animals, be
gathering, in fact that all of the! president of the road may be sitting cause it causes them to expectorate
members and guests could not be ac in a sfate of beastly intoxication?" it almost at once."
The above is from a well known
commodated in the main dining
In the course of the brief open farm magazine.
room, and it was necessary to set an forum wf,jch followed the prolonged
It seems to me that if such a day
extra table in one of the adjoin-1 appjause after Judge Pinansky’s could be set aside in Maine for the
ing rooms. By a perversity of fate i Speecjj he t00^ occasion to express destruction of these pests, a great
deal might be saved not only in food
the principal items on the menu were his approval of the "split sentence" stuffs, but in the carrying of disease.
pork and beans and cold roast pork— bill now pending in Legislature, and
Alena L. Starrett
not at all the diet expected by one told of the injustice often done by
of Hebrew extraction. But Judge carrying out the law’s mandate of Municipal Court Judges' Association
Pinansky is a good sport, among “fine and jail." The split sentence in order that he (Judge Pinansky)
, . i might have that office. At his sugother things, and partook of the means that a fine may be admingestion the Lions and their guests
beans, and was fully appreciative of istered and the jail sentence sus- stood a moment with bowed heads
the thoughtfulness which led the pended with, however, the under out of respect to Judge Miller’s
housekeepers to provide chicken , standing'that the first breach on the memory. The speaker also paid
j salad at his plate. Here again , offender’s part means that he must ' tribute to the present municipal
’ judge Walter H. Butler, who he
: Gentile knowledge of Jewish customs serve the entire sentence without I gmd had been prominently consid
was at fault, for the chicken was not further recourse to the courts. “Show ered in connection with a seat on
kosha—“clean" as he expressed the me one argument against this plan!" i
®uPerior Court bench. Judge
sDeaker
Pinansky
a master
hand athestory
meaning of this familiar Jewish exclaimed
exciaimea the
tne speaker.
telling andis one
after another
re_
word.
In conclusion Judge Pinansky ex- lated humorous yarns to the deligh|
Judge Pinansky explained the pressed the opinion that the man of his listeners. His peroration was
Jewish dietary customs, which ap who induces the bootlegger to break an eloquent tribute to intensified
peared in a new light to many hear the law ought to be held as an acces Americanism in these days when
men’s mettle is being tried. Other
ers. and at the same time he frank sory before the crime.
guests yesterday were Warden
ly deprecated adherence to absolute
New members admitted last night Charles E. Linscott, Supt. E. L.
ideas still practiced by his race.
were L. E. Blackington, Cleveland Toner. Judge Walter H. Butler, Prin
The fitting introduction given by Sleeper, Rev. L. G. Perry and Irving cipal Joseph E. Biaisdell, Capt. John
Supt. E. L. Toner, chairman of the L. Curtis. Frank H. Ingraham, E. L. I. Snow. Frank A. Tirrell and Austin
St. Clair. The club's well wishes
entertainment committee was fol Brown and Maurice Snow were ap were extended in the case of A. L.
lowed by a welcome such as few pointed a committee to nominate Briggs, a member who is at Knox
speakers have ever received from officers for the coming year. The Hospital.
the Men's League.
annual meeting will be held in May.
One of the finest assemblies in the
Fully half of Judge Pinansky's ad
history of R. H. 8., took place the
dress was an eloquent dissertation on
The Lions Club found itself with last period yesterday. The pupils
the people of his race, so often mis out a scheduled speaker yesterday, assembled in the auditorium and
Judge Max L. Pinansky of Port listened to Judge Pinansky of Port
understood. "Some of us are try and
land stepped willingly into the breach. land in a berious address on the
ing to bring the Jew name back, with He prefaced his remarks with a duties and privileges of American
the help of Christians," said he, tribute to his warm friend the late youth which lasted all of 45 minutes
harking back to the day when men of Judge Frank B. Miller, and told of and duriAg that time the proverbial
graciousness and self-abnega- pin drop could have been heard. Al!
his race came into New England the
tion which he displayed in stepping were moved by it and inspired to
towns with packs on their backs— aside from the presidency of the. higher ideals of duty and patriotism.
often denied shelter or patronage be
♦♦♦*•••♦♦ *J»*5»
*J» ♦> *J» »5» •J« **♦❖ ♦*• •*♦ **♦ *** ****** *** •**
cause Gentiles did not understand
❖
them—and contrasting this situation
with the high honor which had been
accorded in making him, a Jew, the
presiding justice of the largest
I
municipal court in Maine, and there
was deepest gratitude in his voice as
STARTS FRIDAY, 8.30 A. M.
he told of the wonderful banquet
given in his honor at the conclusion
of his two terms of service, when
men of all creeds had united to do
Kitchen Tested-24J/2 Pound Bag
him honor. This gratitude had
earlier found expression as he told
of the big mass meeting which he
had addressed in Sanford, when
religious denominations had sunk
their identity in a common cause.
Judge Pinansky's advocacy of the
Christian church was sincere and
Corner Main and Myrtle Streets
Rockland
❖
heartfelt. "We do want to unionize ♦
♦♦♦
V
| them, however,” said the speaker,
“but ceremonials are not sufficient."
and in this connection the Judge
told of the gathering in honor of a
Hebrew at which a Protestant min
ister had invited a Catholic priest
! to ask the blessing. “Let anybody
! dare criticise Christian manhood to
my face!” he fairly shouted.
Judge Pinansky advocated giving
In answering blind ads in these columns, please
our missionaries the background that
be certain to use the precise address given in

Judge Max L. Pinansky, formerly
presiding officer of the Portland
Municipal Court, came to Rockland
yesterday—came, saw and conquered.
Summoned originally as speaker for
the Baptist Men's League, he found
himself guest of honor and speaker
at the noonday meeting of the Lions

BIG FLOUR SALE
GOLD

MEDAL

FLOUR

TRENEER & SON

On FRIDAY MORNING there will be on
display at this Market a Most Beautiful
FRESH HALIBUT weighing two hundred

pounds. This fancy fish will be cut at Nine

oTlock and offered in cuts to suit at—

c

25 lb

COME EARLY
GET YOUR

CHOICE CUT

PERRY’S MARKET
Read Our Extra Special Offer of Little Pig Pork
on Pages 1 and 3

HOW TO ANSWER BLIND
CLASSIFIED ADS

Splendid Opportunity
For Right Man
Salesman Wanted for one of thc
largest stores in the city. Experi
ence in our particular line un
necessary. It is essential that lie
has wide acquaintance. Steady
position and good salary with ex
cellent ehance for advancement.
Write giving age and references.

M. L. H.
Care of Courier-Gazette

j
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TRIBUTE TO KNOX

i

IS YOUR BOY GOING TO FLY?

Is Paid By City of Boston
During the Evacuation
I A Vital and Interesting Article Written For the Ameri- I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Day Proceedings
The farther north the colder it I |
can
Legion
Magazine
By
Stanley
C.
Boynton
’
i always is and the more snow, but be- i
Boston, celebrating Tuesday the

79c

HALIBUT

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

the ads. Write the address plainly. Letters
brought to The Courier-Gazette office do not
require stamps. Always inclose your answers
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
ments where references are asked for do not
send the original references—send copies of
them only.

Notice To Out Of City Readers
Ads containing only a phone number may be
answered by simply addressing a letter to that
phone number in care of The Courier-Gazette.

155th anniversary of its evacuation
by the British in the Revolution,
paid belated tribute to a famous
I
native son, Gen. Henry Knox.
Astonishment gripped Sir Wil
liam Howe, commander of the British
forces in Boston on the morn of
March 5. 1776, as he trained his glass
A notable contribution to aviation bookworm. When flying operations on Dorchester Heights. For there,
irowning down at him was an ugly
literature is the article in the cur at Lexington were suspended I don’t array
of cannon—cannon the Ameri
rent issue of the American Legion 1 recall that I gave it more than a cans were
not supposed to possess.
Magazine entitled “Is Your Boy passing thought.
miracle that brought those guns
I have always taken aviation news The
Going To Fly?" The author is
the American army investing Bos
Stanley C. Boynton of Lexington. calmly and I’m more interested in to
ton was of Gen. Knox's making.
Mass., holder of the United States the technical details of a recordKnox, born of Scottish-Irish par
junior transcontinental flying rec breaking flight than newspaper ac entage in Boston in 1750. was early
ord. The article, which is here re counts of receptions and honors to prominent in the colonial militia.
published by permission of the mag ♦hose who made them. As a matter He was one of those who tried to
azine and author, is in the main of fact, I guess I am practical- prevent the Boston massacre in 1770.
a description of Boynton's epoch minded. I like to do things with my A true Bostonian, he opened a book
making flight, supplemented with hands. I'm a much better mechanic store in 1771, but he left his books a
few years later to fight at Bunker
Hill, on the heights north of Boston.
Inadequately prepared, the Ameri
cans lost. The youthful Knox then
planned the defenses of the camps of
the untrained army, raw levies from
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Con
necticut and Massachusetts, outside
Boston. During that first long win
ter in which Washington, the new
commander, organized his troops,
Knox, then only 26, was off on an
arduous mission.
He was in charge of an expedition
to Fort Ticonderoga on Lake George,
New York.
With characteristic
energy, he and his men succeeded in
hauling 50 cannon on sleds drawn by
oxen over the long trail, through
forests, over hills and across un
bridged rivers, to Washington's head
quarters in Cambridge.
Thus prepared, Washington seized
Dorchester Heights, south of Boston.
The move was similar to that of the
Americans nearly a year before in
occupying Bunker Hill.
Better
equipped, this time, they were fur
ther favored by fortune, for a storm
lashed Dorchester bay that day and
the British could not cross. Before
the storm abated, Washington’s posi
tion was so secure that the British
dared not attack. Under threat of
having the town knocked to pieces
about him, the British commander
sailed away March 17 with his 8000
troops and 1000 loyalists, for Nova
Scotia.
This bloodless victory accomplished
what Bunker Hill had failed to do.
Left the Americans enriched with
supplies, and emboldened friends of
i the Revolution everywhere.
Knox’s service also included the
i battle of Trenton, Princeton, Mon' mouth and Yorktown. He was one
1 of Washington's most trusted ad
Stanley C. Boynton Whose Notable Contribution To the American Legion visers and. as artillery chief, brought
Magazine Is Here Republished
thp American guns to a high state of
effectiveness. He was promoted to
major general and became Secretary
,
or
carpenter
than
I
am
a
scholar,
sage advice and comment which is
of War under Washington.
He
the more remarkable because it was , though I attended Lexington High founded the Military Academy at
I School through my junior year. My West Point.
written by a boy of 19.
While many details of the trans j father is a green coffee merchant
But the exploit for which he is
continental flight were published in in Boston and I think it was his chiefly honored by his native city
The Courier-Gazette upon its com idea to make a business man of me. and Mayor James M. Curley on this
pletion Mr. Boynton here tells for Until the summer of 1928 I don’t anniversary is his service in help
the first time the official story, and J know that I had any particular ing force the British from Boston.
it has lost none of its interest J ambition in life.
A memorial tablet, unveiled on the
We have always spent our sum heights of Old Fort Park in Roxbury,
through the elapsed time. With full
appreciation of the American Legion mers at Rockland, Maine—that is, reads: "Major General Henrv Knox,
Magazine's kindness the article is mother, dad and myself (I am an born in Boston July 25. 1750, chief of
only child). When we arrived at artillery, Continental Army, founder
here given:
« * « •
our summer place one June I found of Military Academy at West Point,
I was almost 18 when I began that an aviator had established a first Secretary of War, 1789, com
taking flying instructions on Jan. base there—Captain George Snow, manded
the expedition
which
6. 1930. Before that I had made only now a pilot with Pan-American brought greatly needed cannon from
one short hop in an airplane. Ten Airways. His machine was a Waco, Ticonderoga, thereby compelling the
months later to the day I had fin one of the lowest priced planes then British to evacuate Boston. 17,
ished a round-trip solo flight liter on the market.
March, 1776. This memorial tablet
Most ot, the kids in Rockland placed by the City of Boston, 17
ally from the well-known rockbound coast of Maine (Rockland i to spent a good deal of their time at March 1931. James Michael Curley,
the sun-kissed shores of the Pacific the flying field. We were all Mayor.”
at Los Angeles. My total flying time anxious to help Captain Snow take
was 44 hours 25 minutes—eight care of his plane, but he seemed to
hours faster than it had ever been know which of us had natural apti wanted he tvould let me have a go
made before by a boy under 20 years tude for mechanics. My pal and at it.
I made my first flight on Oct. 29,
of age. I had some scares but luck myself he picked to do most of the
was with me, and I learned more work on the engine. Of course we 1929. It only lasted about 15 minutes
geography about my own country in didn't get paid anything but Captain but the ship was equipped with dual
those 44 hours in the air than in 13 Snow did offer to take me up on a controls and at a good safe altitude
years of study in public and private hop. I wanted to go but my folks the pilot let me take them over.
schools. The truth is that until I have brought me up so that I gen That settled it. I knew I had found
took off on my attempt to break the erally ask permission to do any my life's vocation. But I still had
record I had never been 20 miles in thing out of the ordinary. The I to do some salesmanship at home.
answer was no. I think I could have Mother was sure I would kill myself.
land from the Atlantic Ocean.
a • • •
won dad over but my mother was But at last dad and I won her over.
I made my first flight as a student,
But before I tell you something very emphatic. So I didn’t get to
about the hop itself, it was sug go. In September I returned to Lex J my second time up. on Jan. 6. 1930.
gested to me that a great many ington and entered Brown-Nichols ■ My instructor said I was ready to
readers of the American Legion School in Cambridge, a preparatory solo at the end of four hours of in
Monthly have sons now growing up school for Harvard. I was not a struction. But because of Depart
who soon will be asking dad to help brilliant scholar. As I have said, ment of Commerce regulations I was
them become aviators, if they aren't classical studies did not interest me. obliged to take four more hours of
* • » »
dual work. The ground course came
asking already. Maybe my own
experience, my own thoughts on who
When June rolled around I was easy to me and I soloed on Feb. 12.
should be allowed to fly and who anxious to get back to Rockland— March 15 I received my license as a
shouldn't, what it may cost in dol but not because of the plane there. private pilot, and on May 25 I was
lars sfnd cents to have a pilot in the Dad had bought a site for a summer promoted to a limited commercial
family, and my own ideas of what cottage and I was going to build it. rating after 60 hours of solo flying,
the future holds for those of us who I did. too, working from 4.30 a. m. part of it at Rockkmd.
are planning to make flying our until 6 at night, and it is a first-class
(To Be Continued)
life’s work, will be of some value in | cottage. That was my principal inhelping you fathers reach a decision. ■ terest that summer, although I did
When the Armistice was signed on find time to visit the airport. A YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Nov. 11, 1918, I was six years old. I great change had taken place there.
was born in my present home in The Curtiss Flying Service had taken
IN SERVICE
Lexington, Mass., on Feb. 27. 1912. over the field of Captain Snow and Little Nellie Cassidy has got a place ln
town.
Shortly after the war. when I was 1 also had established a ramp for sea
She wears a flne white apron.
seven or eight, a few discharged war plane service. Thc equipment con
She wears a new black gown.
aviators operated from a field in sisted of two amphibian planes, a An’ the quarest little cap at all with
straymers hanging down.
Lexington not far from my home, Travel-Air and a Fledgling. Captain
using machines that I now know W H. Wincapaw was in charge. I I met her one flne evening stravagln’
were Canucks and Jennies, training liked to watch the planes flying
down the street.
A feathered hat upon her Head.
types. But those machines were not overhead but I had little time to spend
And boots upon her feet.
the first airplanes I had seen. I re at the field or the ramp. In fact, “Och, Mick.” says she. "may Ood be
member before America's entry in Captain Wincapaw didn’t know who
praised that you and I should
meet.
the World War that another aviator I was. But I was thinking more and
had flown from the same field, carry more about flying myself.
"Its lonesome in the city with such a
ing passengers. It is too long ago
When September of 1928 rolled
crowd,” says she;
I’m lost without the bog-land.
and I was too young to remember around I entered Chauncy Hall in
I
’
m
lost without the sea.
what I thought of a machine that Boston, a preparatory school for the An’ the
harbor an' the fishing-boats
flew through the air. I imagine I Massachusetts Institute of Tech
that sail out fine and free.
accepted it as an established vehicle nology. All of the class was inter
a golden guinea to stand upon
ested in aviation. We saw the big I’d give
like the automobile.
the shore.
I liked to go down to the held I tri-inotored ships arriving and de
To see the big waves lepping.
hear them spash and roar.
after the war and watch the avia parting on schedule on the Boston- ToTosmell
the tar and the drying nets. I’d
tors land and take off—but for that New York airway and frequently we
not be asking more.
matter so did every other kid in visited the airport at East Boston
the small white houses, their
Lexington. I don't recall that I had where we watched general activities To seefaces
to the sea.
any burning desire to go up. or and talked with the head of the fly
The children in the doorway.
formed any resolution that I would ing school there. I wasn't doing so
Or round my mother’s knee;
m strange and lonesome missing
some day be an aviator, at that time. well in school, though in mathe For I’them,
God help them all," says
Certainly I was not hypnotized by matics and scientific subjects I was
she.
the thought of flying. I have never all right. I decided that what I
Nellie Cassidy earns fourteen
been a great reader for entertain wanted to do was tp fly. So I began Little pounds
and more.
ment. I have never read any war talking about U at home. Mother
Waiting on the quality.
books or magazines dealing with was the hardest to sell. At first she
And answering the door—
heart is some-place far away
aviation. I like technical reading just wouldn’t hear of it. But dad | But her
upon the Wexford shore.
„.,i„ nithntinrh T nm nv no means a I reasoned that if I knew what I |
—Winifred M. Letts.

ST. PETERSBURG
WITH THE BOWLERS
St. Petersburg, fair land of sunshine,
joy
and
rest.
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
We may Journey everywhere but here we
Burpee Furniture was 51 pins bet
find the best.
Rockland, Me.. March 19. 1931.
Wl<n the leaves are turning brown and ter than Rockland Body Shop at
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie,
the sky Is cold and gray.
who on oath declares that he Is Press Then we hasten to the southland, to Carr's Monday night. Newbert had
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
high string (118* but there were no
the city on the bay.
and that of the issue of this paper of
March 17, 1931, there was printed a total St. Petersburg, we love thee, thy streets totals that would set the world afire,
of 6263 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
so clean and wide,
Cargill having the maximum with
___
Notary Public.
The kindly people that we find forever
272." The summary:
at our side.
Let notf your heart be troubled: The parks where friends meet friends Burpee Furniture—Cargill, 272;
each day
ye believe in God, believe also in me. And greet
Campbell, 269; Thornton. 269; Smith,
them In the good old way.

The Courier-Gazette

—John 14:1

SAUNTERINGS

246; Beaton, 259; total. 1315.

Years do not count In this fair land.
Rockland Body Shop—Harjula
Where sunlit waves roll the golden
256; O. Nelson. 266; Newbert. 265;
strand.
Where mocking birds sing, and skies Johnson. 219; E. Nelson, 258; total,
ever blue.
1264.
And hearts are light and love is true.
* * * *

And the Fountain of Youth where we
drink each day
Gives health and vigor, with naught to
pay;
And life becomes one grand sweet song.
And grows sweeter each day we Journey
along.
And so I wish to extend a cordial
welcome to ‘'Sea Breeze” as No. 7, St Petersburg, we love thee, our hearts
sing with delight.
Into the circle of the Nature Crank
golden fruit and gorgeous
Club. I do not know which one of For the
flowers and sunshine ever bright.
the “Seven'' the editor was knock And we ll all come back to this land so
richly blest.
ing when he wrote thusly: “Almost
that gives us happiness and
everybody can tell an interesting The land
Joy and perfect rest.
nature story and still not stretch the
—Written for the St Petersburg (Fla.)
truth." Huh! as though one of our Times by Mrs M. C Hamilton of Thom
number would “eggs-aggerate," and aston.
"How many are you. than.” said I.
"If there are two In heaven?"
The little maiden did reply.
"O master! we are seven."

ye editor telling us some of those ‘
egg stories of his own. I admit that ,
there are folks who do not seem to !
know that “Truth is a Divine attri
bute," and honor truth-telling more
in the breach than in the observance,
but this does not apply to either of
the seven.
Yes. I have been at Vinalhaven.
The last trip to Maine some six years
ago I decided that I would see what
was on the other side of the bay. so
I went right through to Bar Harbor,
and back same boat to Rockland.
Then next day I decided that Vinal
haven would be my next port of call,
so I made that trip.
As I recall that day to mind, it
seems as though I wasn't looking for
birds, squirrels, chipmunks, etc., but
I was looking for hot-dogs. No. I
didn't find them, had my lunch in a
store on the left hand side going up
from the wharf, crackers of various
kinds and ice cream soda, a regular
“steen-og-raphers" hurried lunch.
I was in no hurry, I am a poor swim
mer. And I had to wait till the boat
returned to Rockland.
There are probably more birds
around here in the winter than on
Vinalhaven; but our crumbs are
eaten by the pigeons, sparrows, and
once in a great while a starling or a
grackle. but it seems as though it
was crumbs or starve, for worms and
bugs seem to be their fodder. Birds—
' Mark the seasons, map our year.
As they show and disappear.”

But how few of us know why they
do so. I read an article in a maga
zine some time ago entitled "Home
Again." Some of you may have read
it, but it is so interesting I am quot
ing from it,
“But may not a bird decide to set
up housekeeping in a locality other
than the region where it was born?
Emphatically, no. The primal law of
bird economy is that every migrant
must return to the old homestead to
spend the breeding season. It is a
practical law. If birds in general
did not follow it. there would be such
chaos in the bird world as
would obtain in a city whose inhabit
ants should decide to pay no heed to
their legal dwellings, but to seek
shelter and food in whatever house
was nearest or seemed most inviting.
Only by rare exception will any bird
make such an error.
“A bird's 'home' to be sure, is not
a house. The nest is only a cradle.
But the region immediately about
the nest must supply food for the
family during its most critical period,
and this is the restricted area over
which the nest-makers claim prop
erty rights. Each bird appears to
own its own freehold in perpetuity,
even though climatic conditions may
necessitate vacating it for eight or
nine months of the year.."
I can see the logic of that, but I
never gave it a thought until I read
that article.
The Saunterer,
N. C. C. No. 2.
Somerville. Mass
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The Boiler Makers nit a pretty
good clip Monday night and beat
Burpee Furniture 64 pins. Brault was
the boy who was knocking ’em in
that match for he rolled 108, 117,
and 108 in succession. It however
remained "for Cargill to have the best
string. 119. The summary:
Boiler Makers—Willis. 283; Sim
mons, 270: Beaudoin, 271; Arties,
296; Brault. 333; total, 1453.
Burpee Furniture—Cargill, 303;
Campbell. 269;
Thornton, 268;
Smith, 254; Beaton. 295; total. 1389.

The new league leader Forty Club
No. 3 had only 11 pins to spare Tuesday night when it beat the Pirates.
Marshall had high string, beating
Stockwell a single point. Reed had
high total The summary:
Forty Club No. 3—Cook. 261; Glendenning. 285: Marshall. 283; Reed,
301; Daris, 275; total, 1405.
Pirates—Meating . 262; Rockwell,
251; Stockford. 297: Clarke, 296;
Shute, 288; total, 1394.
» « • •
The Dark Horses had no pity on
the electric outfit Tuesday night,
beating Central Maine 118 pins.
Newbert had high total and was tied
with Jacobs for high string (lo.rt.
The summary:
Dark Horses—Ireland. 270: New
bert. 301; Williams. 273: Jacobs. 299;
Smalley. 300: total. 1443.
Central Maine—Cook. 260; Maxey,
247: Merrill. 281; Elliott. 261; Daris.
276; total, 1325.
* * * *
Late bowling scores: At Star
alleys—Repair Gang 2131, Cement
Quarry 2112; at Carr's—Dragons
1492, Five Aces 1398: Forty Club
1964, Carr's Wonders 1944 (special
two-man 10-string match).

THE SNOW BI LLETIN’

|

2 for 1 SALE of WALL PAPERS

Shows a Marked Decrease the Past
Week, But Still Enough To Satisfy
Most Folks
Due to the mild weather and
strong sun the depth of snow de
creased generally over the State, the
shrinkage being from ^iree to 15
inches; Sanford however showed a
slight increase. The greatest depths
are at Greenville with 28 inches and
Sanford with 26 inches. The aver
age depth over the State is 14 inches
as compared with 20 a week ago.
The ice covering remains about
the same except a decrease of three
inches is noted at Costigan on the
Penobscot River.
Main highways are in good shape,
but of course side dirt roads are rut
ted and heavy, and precarious.
Using a snow sampler and scales
the U. S. Geological Survey at Autu-ta reports the average depth of
-new at Burnham as 26 inches and
.he water equivalent as 6.2 inches;
at Lowell average depth 22 inches
and water equivalent 4.3 inches.

COMMENCING SATURDAY, MARCH 21 AND CONTINUING
THROUGH MARCH AND APRIL
25c
10c Papers, 2 rolls for
10c 25c Papers, 2 rolls for
50c
15c Papers, 2 rolls for
15c 50c Papers, 2 rolls for
75c Paper, 2 rolls for
75c
ALL OTHER GRADES INCLUDING SUN FAST AND IMPORTED IN THIS
SALE

Bundles $1.00 per room, 8 and 10 Rolls with Borders

AT C. M. BLAKE’S, NO. END, 662 MAIN STREET
A Warsaw woman is seeking a di
vorce on the grounds that her hus
band has eleven sweethearts. She
wants to sever relations with the
magnetic Pole.—Judge..

Beggars in big cities are said to
be making as much as $15,000 a year.
Here's another class, we should think,
which ought to begin to feel the
pinch.—Boston Harold.

"No dramatist in this country re
ceives full justice during his lifetime.”
observes a critic. It just shows what
a generous, forgiving people we are.
—The Humorist.

The Maine Music Store Offers to Rockland the
\
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'
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Most Outstanding Radio Value of the
Season!! —- The Latest 1931

VICTO
$117-50 Value Now Offered

REASONS WHY YOU

For the First Time at

SHOULD BUY YOUR
RADIO AT THE

MAINE MUSIC STORE
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

LESS

THE NEW VICTOR

Over 40 Years of Selling Only Depend
able Merchandise is your guarantee of
genuine value.
Only Proven Leading Makes of Radios are
sold at the Maine Music Store.
The Finest Radio Service—Always ready
to help you.
Maine Music Store’s customers always
come back—because we satisfy.
Free delivery, free service and full guaran
tee on every set we sell.

TUBES
Remarkable Radio Is Making
Its Local Debut Today
Advertised in today's paper in
nearby columns is a radio set at a
price never thought possible for an
instrument of such grade and quality
as the Victor. The instruments
offered arc brand new, having been
shipped from the factory only last
week. They are the recent models
with the latest improvements built
In newly designed cabinets. This is
not a sale to reduce an over stock of
obsolete or inferior,radio sets by any
means, and must not be considered
as such.
It is the following out of the age
old policy of the Victor Company to
place Victor quality into the home cf
moderate means, just as they did in
the past when they made a “Victrola
For Every Purse." Besides the types
shown in the advertisement, a new
model with the famous Victor MicroSynchronous Five Circuit chassis is
offered at a sensational price.
The Maine Music Store has made
it possible to place these instruments
into the homes of the people in this
vicinity at exactly the same prices
they arc sold in the larger cities. in
stalling them properly and adding
their personal guarantee to that of
the Victor Company.
“Now I know spring has come"
10th Patrolman Ingraham yester1V as he saw three motor carloads
gypsies pass through in the direcon of Bangor. The registration
ates showed Michigan, Oklahoma
id Wisconsin.

FACTS ABOUT THE SET:
1. Full Size Chassis!
2. Uses Seven R. C. A. Tubes
PRICE COMPLETE WITH TUBES, $91.50

3. Tone Control
(As Victor Makes It)

Think of it! A FULL SIZE radio—and a VICTOR.

4. Two-Tone Walnut Console!

The most astonishing radio news this year—an

achievement that the great VICTOR plants in Cam
den, N. J. used every resource to attain!

5. 4 Screen Grid Tubes!

This set

employs a full, standard size chassis! TONE CON

6. New Victor Horizontal Tuning Scale!

TROL—think of it at this sensational price! NEV

7. Full Electric Dynamic Speaker!

ER BEFORE have you been able to buy VICTOR

8. Backed By R. C. A.’s Unlimited
Resources!

Quality—VICTOR tone—for so very little! NEV

ER BEFORE have you seen a radio that brings you
as much value!

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

1931 MODEL
With
NEW
IMPROVEMENTS

MAIL COUPON NOW
’
IF YOU CAN'T COME IN PERSON

“WHERE 9 P. M. IS MIDNIGHT”

| Far The Courier-Gazette I
hen at the Gates ol Paradise
There comes a man from Maine,
Peter dreads to let him in,
For fear he won't remain.

,r once Inside the gates of pearl.
And having met the saints.
-stleaa. he thinks again of Maine.
And starts to make complaints.

>r Maine Is such a lovely place,
To be a resident
, land less fair, so far away.
Fills one with discontent.
, when a man from Maine, so flue.
Its wonders starts to tell
■ter. to keep the saints at peace,
gends him back there to dwell.
a exit made, he looks about.
For spot that can't be beat.
-en plunres down and landing make

in a North Haven street.
North Havener (H. F. H.)

You Are Cordially

Invited To COME!
. .. SEE! and

Maine Music Store

*• • .
•
»
I am interested in buying one of your Victor Rad os.

Please deliver one to me at your earliest convenience.

Name

HEAR This Great

Victor Value!

397 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 708
ROCKLAND, MAINE

# /

Address
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CHISHOLM’S
CONFECTIONERS

CANDIES

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

THE DOINGS AT AUGUSTA
„

.

March 2^Bfttes college Giee club at Hancock Fighting To Retain Two Senators—Congressional
Apportionment—Split Sentence Bill

RH.8. Auditorium
March 20. (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Woman’s
Educational Club meets at Copper Ket
tle Porch.
March 20—Annual 4-H Leaders’ Con
ference In Waldoboro.
_________
, —Spring begins.
.....
March
21 (9.07 ____
a. m.)
March
"’’—South
------- "
—
March 23
Thomaston town
meeting.
March 25—Rockport—Easter supper at ‘
Baptist church, auspices Ladles’ Circle.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
bile Show V^reproof8 Garage AUt°m°' i
April 5—Easter Sunday. b
April io—Bird Day.
|

Naturopaths and Seventh Day Ad- [ ed the minority "ought npt to pass”
ventists,opposed a measure to require j report of the legal affairs committee
the “healing art«"
onJhe "sPUt sentence” bill.
Cn
Malne W take examinations from ; Tiie vote to indefinitely postpone Vl,
one of the three medical examining ' the order of Senator Spear of Cum- K
b?ardS’ at 8 hearinK before the legs berland for investigation of State £
Cooked in Butter
islative public health committee.
i valuation
----------------------------methods by a special joint
"Uh-American,” “tripe,” “iniqui committee was a reversal of the
tous” and “an absolute slap in the House action of last Friday, when it
Better Than Ever
Twelve hours of day and 12 hours , face to the naturopathic profession, was voted to. recede and concur with
i 01 nlSht yesterday.
were some of the expressions used by the upper branch.
The State Highway Commission
~
,
w E Dentinger of Portland, in deThe Rockland & Rockport Lime scribing the opposition of the Ameri- investigation of two years ago was
Corporation has started two of the can Naturopathic Association to the referred to by opponents of tiie
Pet kilns at the Northend.
j bill.
Spear order during debate Tuesday.
I
I W. O. Howe of Portland, repre- Representative Boody, Windham, de
For the Kiddies
I Probate Court was held Tuesday, renting the Seventh Day Adventists. clared he was unwilling to see chair
Judge Crawford wore in his button- termed it “vicious." Other oppon- man Frank H. Sterling of the board
hole a knot of green significant of j ents were W. H. Bowman and C. E. “sacrificed and crucified by imagi
the day.
Raynes, Bangor, and Mrs. J. L. Dean, nation” and Representative Perham,
All Good Eating Candy
------I Waterville.
Paris, said the highway investigation
had left “a brown taste in his
Harmony as practiced at Bates 1
» » » •
will fill the Rockland High School
Hancock County Tuesday won the mouth."
Representative Allen,
Sanford,
Made from Fresh Ground Peanuts
, t0m0"0w 5,‘gbt when the first skirmish in its fight to retain
raised the
as. to
Bates College Glee Club will give) retain its two State Senators
, „question
„
. whether I y
-, sti/
a concert, and play for the dance. The Hancock County representa- Proponent’s :real'y wanted an
which is to follow. This is one of tives reproached efforts of Oxford tlg»tlon’ cltlng the fact that the‘L
the popular methods used by the County before the legislative com- order lay on the Senate table for 28
^n‘°P-CIass of Rockland HiKh School mittee on reapportionment to swing days after the House refused to con
to raise a fund for the forthcoming one of the Hancock Senators to Ox- cur and voted to refer the order to
Best Value in New England for Washington trip.
| ford. At present Oxford has approx- the committee on taxation.
The “split sentence” bill would
the price
| imately 8,000 more population than
SATURDAY ONLY
W. G. Washburn’s interesting story ; Hancock and has maintained that it permit judges to use discretion in
the probating of jail terms for first
concerning the gunboat Kennebec,i is entitled to two Senators,
which was built at Thomaston awoke j The Hancock delegation mustered offenders.
The bill to require an eight-hour
lively-jnemories on the part of Judge j 12 votes to six for Oxford on the balL. R. Campbell, who remembers how lot to retain the Senatorial appor- day and 48-hour week for women
in industry would place "a ball and
his father's shop was at that time tionment as at the present.
on women” in the field of com
cluttered up with all sorts of wooden
MacKinnon, Mexico, spoke in be chain
Large Bottles 16 cz. Golden
i containers. These, it seems, were to half of Oxford County, while Blais- petition for jobs for men, ex-Reprebe disposed in available places dell, Franklin, opposed any change, sentative Gail Laughlin, Portland, j
throughout the gunboat for water saying that although on a basis of told the Legislative Committee on
storage. Campbell, senior, and his population Oxford County was en Labor Tuesday.
The present law provides a 54name also was Leonard, had the titled to 1.75 Senators and Hancock
contract for furnishing all such 1.15 the Senatorial switch would not hour week for both men and women.
•»
j .. . ,»
“This would make every woman a
tanks to be used on two gunboats £nrirfwnmrf then
1he
Han' clock-watcher,” Miss Laughlin said,
which were being built in this State, cock would then be wrong.
—
-- • Voovinnnn
“They would be relegated to the four
one in Thomaston and one in Port orde:^oP\°pp:rtiX
Pn^fgeaOfsuab- "aIls °f
home' "ith the d°°r °f
land.
opportunity closed to them.”
committee to draft an amendment
Miss Mabel Connors, Augusta, a
•The numerous articles which have to the constitution to provide that
appeared in this paper during the each county of less than 30,000 proponent, said: "Considering the
winter, concerning old books, have population should have one Senator; hardships on potential mothers em
; been very widely read and copied. from 30,000 to 60.000 two Senators; ployed in industry, 48 hours a week
are enough.”
Mrs M. T. Crawford of Camden, wife and over 60,000 three Senators.
Miss Laughlin pointed out that a
of Knox County’s judge of probate,
similar measure was turned down
has a vo/'me which probably can
The committee voted final adop
not be duplicated in this county, and tion of Congressional districts as by the people in a referendum seven
of 54,000 to 33,000.
,it is doubtful if there are now many first reported by a sub-committee years ago by a vote
• # ♦ ♦
in existence, ..in the
entire
State.
It
. .
. _ ,
„. some weeks ago. The setup would
A measure to bar aliens from em
?
«Py> J ,e Acts and Resolves of be. Fi
York. Oxford. Cumber. ployment in public service was sup
<
!^1SlatUre' P^' , land, Sagadahoc; second, Andros- ported by Senator Slocum of Cum
lished in 1822 at $5 a copy. The coggin Franklin, IJnox, Lincoln,
book belonged to Mrs Crawfords K“nebeCj SomersetT and Waldo; berland, sponsor of the bill. The
bill provides that no person should j £§<
Opposite Waiting Room
great, peat grandfather Patrick third Aroostook> pi£cataquis, Wash- be employed by a State department
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Manoneyington, Penobscot and Hancock.
or institution or any municipality
. .
Legislative class districts and final unless a citizen of the State and
The Courier-Gazettes recent mcountry
and resiut
resident of Maine, "ex-1
,u,ry auu
Charles L. Robinson is back at auirv as to Knox Countv men now act^on on councillor succession will cou
as to Knox County men, now b decided at the last meeting of the ceDt jn emergency ’
Burpee & Lamb's after a week’s con quiry
living who met Abraham Lincoln. committee caUed for next Tuesday.
CCPt
cmerg^cr. .
finement to the house with a severe brought a response from Thomas. .
J
.
ul,
cold.
That florist window and ton whsre ftsides Frederick W
’
Mlss Laughlin opposed a bill to
Charlie’s smile are among the bright Morse a Civil War veteran who had
The House Tuesday pigeonholed prohibit night work for women in inspots in that section of Main street. that great privilege Mr Morse i the Spear order for an investigation ! dustry which, she said, would be “a
went to the front with McClure's of the evaluation methods of the further restriction on employment
second
battery of sharpshooters Board of State Assessors and accept- for women.”
A local reader wants to know what
I
Abbott
Ross of Thomaston was
has become of "Old Timer from The
Boys and girls of the harmonica
There are 10 numbers on the pro
Neck” and the scores of the Vinal major) and was fighting under Gen. bands from all schools are requested ' gram of the Bates College Glee Club
Grant
in
the
20th
Maine
Regiment
haven bowling matches? Rockland
to meet for ensemble rehearsal Fri- concert which will be given in the
fans miss these items as Old Timer when Lee surrendered. Mr. Morse day afternoon directly after school High School auditorium tomorrow
contributed some very interesting >shook hands with the President at at‘the McLain building. A special night and they form an attractive
City Point and the recollection of effort should be made tb be present j layout for al! who like music, vocal
stories.
the incident has remained vividly
_____
’ I or instrumental. All seats are rewith him.
J. R. Kavanaugh was before Judge se™d’ They are to be checked this
Misses Charlotte. Mattie and Neva
Dyer will conduct the miscellaneous • Elmer Rising, son of Mr. and Mrs. Butler Tuesday on an assault and af ernoon and Friday at the Hig..
opening half hour at Friday's Edu H. T. Rising, of 5 Purchase street, battery charge brought by his School and at Chisholm s.
cational Club meeting. Mesdames has received a high honor this week mother, Mrs. Jennie Torrey. He
Nettie Stewart, Ida Simmons, Mabel in being appointed to the position of pleaded “guilty" and was fined $10
The Chain Store Debate between
Crie and Nellie Hall are open forum artist and restorer of works of art and costs.
Bangor and Rockland seemed to
leaders on Rev. Dorothy Tilden in the Peabody Museum, Cambridge,
have a jinx on it. Not only was it
Spoerl's address. “Citizenship." The „._™.
___ ,young
___ „ .....
..........
In response to many inquiries
...
____ ,postponed,
__ r___ ________
____the„dat
__
Mass. The
man,
who- —
is -,
a
twice
but when
hostesses are headed by Bernice Student at the School of Practical Weather Observer C. M. Lawry says I and hour arrived the Bangor debatHavener. Caroline Richardson, Caro Art, Boylston street, Boston, won that thus far this winter snow has ers were still struggling with bad
Jones, Alice Robbins, Carrie Win- recognition at Harvard University fallen during 35 days—one in No roads between here and Belfast. The
•chenba ugh, Abbie Hanscom, Susie after he had completed the work of vember, eight in December, nine in judges and debating teams stood by,
Sleeper and others, who will wel illustrating a book dealing with ex January, eight in February and nine but the audience drifted away to re
come and seat guests. The boost at plorations in Albania, written by in March. The first snowstorm was assemble later as word of the arrival
tendance committee is headed by Prof. Carlton Coon of Harvard. He Nov. 6. The average temperature in of the contestants should be spread
Rebecca Ingraham, Mary Ames, also illustrated several other books March 1930 was 30 above and up to by telephone among those whose in
Mabel Wiley, Eva Covel, Maude of research among them a book on date in March, this year, was five terest in the subject and the speakers
Cables, Amanda Choate, Winnie explorations in Africa.
still held out. Finally even the
degrees warmer.
Kellar, Joyce Whitehill and others.
judges had to leave to keep other
A. W. Gregory’s subject as after
The Bates Interscholastic Debat- engagements and the belated speak
The
Baptist
Men's
League
will
noon speaker is “Graduates of the
ing League opens tomorrow night ers presented their carefully worked
School of Crime.” He is a member have only two more meetings this when 200 debaters will discuss the
arguments in a nearly empty auof the Prison Commission. Every season, and the curtain will be subject: “Resolved that chain stores ditorium as a no-decision debate,
body is requested to think up three rung down as usual by the founder are detrimental to the best interests Good practice but no thrills. Robert
definite beneficial results to the Ego of this popular organization. Rev. of the American public." The home Dunton and Carl Philbrook spoke for
and to the Non-Ego for activity in. W. J. Day of Winthrop, Mass. Mr team has the affimative South Rockland M.ss Persis Ban-field and
bringing quickly to a successful con Day has been giving considerable Portland comes to Rockland and a Robert Kurson for Bang.,r Our
thought to his subject and has final
clusion the 1000 membership drive.
ly selected one which ought to mean Rockland team debates in South team of sophomores. Fran' Haidmg
and Wa'tcr Staples won at Bangor
a most interesting address, although, Portland
_____
bv a two to one decision over Miss
for that matter, Mr. Day could de
An
exchange
has
this
to
say
about
|
Curran and Miss Shlro of Bangor
liver nothing that was not interest
ing. The topic is “From Shoe Fac one of Knox County’s best known Hlgn’
------------------tory To Pulpit” and therefrom will athletic products: “Another baseball
and
The
f
tpst
be learned the story of the trials, season is rolling wound
joys and blessings which come to a Hebron s grand old mentor. Charlie Wor,d ln^erestB at thls mot£ent is
AIfonso.s effort to k
his
man who is four decades in the min- Dwyer has an eagle eye out for Ri
istry. The date of this meeting is diamond material at Hebron Acade- crown on._springfleld Republican.
At the High School gym last night |
my. Already the battery candidates
______
May 20.
are out and have been limbering up
In Ontario th„e ,s a standi ofTer the Celtics defeated the Juniors 23
Among those who were brought m the Surgent cage All infield and „f $25 bounty f(jr each dfad WQlf to 19 and the Seniors defeated the
thpse days’ is Coaches’ team in a rather one-sided
into close contact with Dr. Einstein outfield prospects will report ne^t A11 you have to
open the front door and blaze away’ engagement. It is expected that the
when the latter visited Los Angeles nth6pkr
1 Seniors and Celtics will clash tonight,
recently was William S. Healey, for ?edeer of Hebron X a quarter of TNew York Evcning Post’
merly of this city who assisted a a century, the name of Charlie |
*
—
Paramount Newsreel man when the Dwyer has been linked with Hebron's
distinguished author of the Einstein diamond successes. Men who have
theory was officially welcomed on the become national and international
steps of the City Hall. Later Mr.
have been moulded into shape
Healey provided Mrs. Einstein with stars,
an enlargement of the best picture by the Hebron mentor. They are liis
K7TA5. Xw’S'.
:
visit to California, and in return re ton Red Sox. recently paid a tribute j
ceived one of the prints autographed to the Hebron coach. ‘I have never ;
by Dr. Einstein. Dr. Milliken and played.’ said MacFayden. ‘and never
Dr. Nichelson, the last named hav- hope to play, under a better boss
ares
ax

Jumbo Salted Peanuts

30c lb.

VISIT OUR NEW DRAPERY DEPARTMENT -THIRD FLOOR

Looking Your Best
Costs So Little
This Spring, t

Easter
Candy Novelties
5c, 10c

Cocoanut Cakes

The new coat mate
rials, the new use of
furs, the novel cuffs,
the distinctive belts
—these are just a
few reasons why we
consider these coats
so remarkable at
these low prices.

24c dozen

Asst. Chocolates
29c lb.

The season’s smart
est style touches.

Ginger Ale

The finest furs.
The most amazing
values.
F. & M., Botany and
Deering Milliken
fabrics.

15c each; 2 f*r. Zifc
Bananas
3 lbs. 25c

Dresses

Suits will be worn
this spring

“Redingote”

We are ready with
some typical values.
Two and three-piece
Suits, silk or wool.

$10
$15
$24.50
“Smartsport” Suits
Stylerite Knitted
suits made of Boucle
Chiffon, Ratine,
French Flakette and
English Knobtex in
varied and contrast
ing colors.

$24.50
$35
$15
$45

Orange
jes
29c dozen

Other good coats as
low as 1 5.00

Grapefruit
3 for 25c; 4 for 25c

Childs’ Coats

CHISHOLM’S

$24.50
$39

Spring Hats
Bakous, Ballibuntles,
Novelty Straws.
Correct but inexpen
sive.

Children’s Coats are
cheaper this year and
still they have the
touches
of
style as the ladies'.

$1.50-$12.50

$3.98 to $15

Children’s New Hats
1.00 and up

An instant success in
Paris
A charming style
revived on modern
lines, has taken Paris
by storm. We have
them.

$9.50 $14.95
“Sunday Night”
Dresses

We have received
some large shipments
of this popular frock

$10

$14.95

Others at 4.95 special
Half Size Dresses

Jacket Dresses
Figured Chiffon

In fact every wanted
style to choose from;
over 400 dresses in
stock today.
Come and See Them

See the new Children’s Togs
New Silk Party Dresses,
New Dresses, ages I '/2 to I 4,
New Boys’ Suits, ages 2 to 10,
New Boys’ Shirts, ages 8 to 14,
New Sweater and Beret Sets,
New three-piece Knit Sets,

MATTRESS

1.98 aiyl up
1.00 and up
1.00 and up
.79 and .98
.98, 1.50 and 1.98
1.98 and 2.98

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Special Announcement

EXTRA SPECIAL
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Beginning MONDAY, MARCH 16, we will have two trucks in de-

SALE

the country.
We Are Offering One Lot of

COTTON and WOOL

MATTRESSES
Just In

Specially Priced At

$1.75
Rolled Edge, Fancy Tick

CASH OK TERMS TO SUIT

Stonington Furniture
Co.
313-319 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Many a woman standing in front
Special meeting at Salvation Army of a shop window has merely stopped
to reflect.—Jackson News.
tonight.—adv.
We have stock and mutual casu- j
Special meeting at Salvation Army ality companies to take care of your
tonight.—adv.
automobile insurance. We have
stock and mutual companies to take
Steamship tickets to all parts of care of your fire insurance. We rep
the world. We attend to all details resent five marine companies to take
including passport and visa. Phone care of your yacht and fishing boats
675 for details. Robert & Veazie, and builders' risk insurance. Phone
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love 675 and representative will call.
joy, Mgr.
34-Th-tf Roberts & Veazie, Inc. M. Fr Love- I
joy. Mgr., Masonic Temple.
34-Th-tf
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here- i
after.—adv.
8-tf
DIED

WARD WELL—At Worcester. Mass.. March
WE DO IT AND SAVE YOU MONEY I 16 Willard A Wardwell of Rockland,
aged 72 years. Funeral Friday after
OUR SPECIAL LOW PRICES
noon at 2 o'clock from Burpee parlors. |

SUITS, PRESSED, 65c
Hand Pressing Means Long Life To Your
Clothes
AU Our Work Is Guaranteed, Or Money
Back

TIIE MEN'S SHOP
PARK

STREET

ROCKLAND,

ME.

28-Th-tf

BORN
GENTHNER—At Waldoboro. March 11.
to Mr. and Mrs. Roland Genthner. a
son.
|
WALLACE—At South Waldoboro. March
10. to Mr and Mrs. Orrin Wallaep, a
son. Letter Orrin, weight nine pounds.

• livery service in this county with

Mr. Fred Lovett

LITTLE PIG PORK
1t

■ I

*

I

FRESH HAMS, Whole,

lb.

19c

formerly with Nissen’s Bakery, in charge of the delivery depart

FACE HALF FRESH HAM,

lb.

22c

ment. We will render a complete, first class bakery service

SHANK HALF FRESH HAM,

lb.

18c

We wish to express at this time our full appreciation of past patronage and hope

LITTLE PIG PORK STEAK,

lb.

32c

for a continuati on of the same

FRESH HAM ENDS,

lb.

10c

THIS IS A MOST ATTRACTIVE OFFER

PERRY’S MARKET
Read Our Special Offer of Halibut on Pages 1 and 6

SANDNER’S
Home Method Bakery
476 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

w

'A

Dresses

St>ringKme for the Kiddies, too!

A

SPECIAL

Suits

TEL. 250
32-34

■

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO
Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mrs. W. G. Labe,
Miss Marcia Blaney, Miss Bessie
, Reed and Mrs. W. C. Flint are first
among the hostesses who will enter
tain at Pyramid parties for the beneI fit of the Lincoln Home.
Miss Anne Ashworth who has been
in St. Johnsbury, Vt. for several
weeks, returned Saturday.
Donkersley's orchestra furnished
i music at the services in t.ie Methodist
Church Sunday evening. Next Sun; day there will be a special service in
this church with a program that has
been arranged by Rev. and Mrs.
Alexander Stewart for the occasion.
Mrs. V. B. baser man entertained
the Susannah Wesley Society Mon
day evening
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman are
passing their vacation in Boothbay
Harbor.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay has been
the guest of Miss Gail Laughlin in
Portland, and has also been in Dam
ariscotta where she spoke at a meet
ing of the Newcastle-Damariscotta
Womans' Club.
Miss Elizabeth Genthner has re
turned from Somerville. Mass., where
she has been for a week.
Mrs. Geroge Ashworth of St.
Johnsbury. Vt., has been a recent
guest of Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Genthner are
j receiving congratuations on the birth
of a son, March 11.
The Woman's Club held i s week
ly meeting with Mrs. Emma Trow
bridge Potter Tuesday af:ernoon.
Current Events were read by the
members. Mrs B. G. Miller gave an
interesting paper on “The Overthrow
of Spain." taking up in detail the
i many turbulent occurrences that had
[ combined to destroy a once powerful
monarchy. The meeting of next
; week will be with; Mrs. Miller and a
paper written by Mrs. William Viles,
who is row in Sonoma. Calif., en' titled "Greetings From California,"
will be read.

The Flowers Were
for Jean
By DUFORD JENNA

EAN quailed inwardly as she saw
Meda's dark, cynical eyes
swing down tike dining room table.
The girls hnd been discussing old
maids, and the comments bad al
ready been a bit personal.
“For the president of the Old
Maids’ club I nominate Jean. Can’t
| IIE modern Miss needs no
you just see her some day being
called ‘Auntie,’ putting on her
"time out” for the time of month.
woolen underwear on a certain day,
no matter what tiie temperature
If you’ve ever taken Baver Aspirin
Is?"
for a headache, you know how
The laughter cut into Meda's
soon the pain subsides. It is just as
speech. Jean quivered to the cen
effective in the relief of those pair'
ter of her #h.v little soul, and for
peculiar to women 1
the first time she turned on the girl
who seemed to get pleasure, from
Don’t dedicate certain days of
the day of her coming, in “kidding”
every month to suffering. It’s oldher in a way that hurt even as it
fashioned. It’s unnecessary. Aspirin
made fun for the others.
will always enable you to carry on
“Perhaps you don’t know the
in comfort. Take enough to assure
whole story, Medal” she said
your complete comfort. If it is
quickly.
genuine aspirin it cannot possibly
"Oh, I see! I smell a mystery—
hurt you. Bayer Aspirin does not
the boy back home, eh? Tell us
depress the heart. It does not up
about him!” Meda's soft, insinu
set the stomach. It does nothing
ating voice ran on.
but stop the pain.
Jean fled from the table to the
Headaches come at inconvenient
refuge of her room where she sat
times. So do colds. But a little
on the edge of her bed in stricken
Bayer Aspirin will always save the
silence. The word “home” had
day. A throat so sore you can hard
been the key that unlocked a rush
ly swallow is made comfortable
of memories of the little village
with one good gargle made fropi
that she had left Through the mem
these tablets. Neuralgia. Neuritis.
ories filling her mind was mixed In
Rheumatism. Pains that once kept
a little cry—“Oh, why did I say
that to Meda?”
A knock on the door Interrupted
her thoughts, and Alice Lane came
ieople home are forgotten half an
in. She put her arms around Jean.
.jour after taking a few of these
“Don’t you let Meda bother you,
remarkable tablets. So are the little
youngster," she said smiling. “Meda
nagging aches that bring fatigue and
really envies you, I think your gen
"nenes” by day, or a sleepless night.
tleness and shyness; and I don't
Genuine Bayer Aspirin tablets cost
thiuk she really means to hurt
so very little alter all. that it doesn’t
you."
pay to experiment with imitations I
“But I can't help resenting it,
Alice,” Jean said with a half sob.
FRIENDSHIP
“I know, but you Just show a little
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge, mare
spunk, and I will help you
i stopped in here Tuesday on her way I out,
” Alice advised.
from Boston to Nova Scotia.
Jean nodded, but the scheme did
Vernon Cushman has joined the
appeal to her—to “talk back"
| crew of the Virginia R.. Capt. Lew J. not
to the sharp-tongued Meda called
Wallace, in Portland.
for ability that Jean did not pos
A party of young people enjoyed a ! sess.
; steak roast Thursday evening at the j
No other Idea came to help her
Hahn-Burns cottage at Forest Lake. , until the following afternoon, she
3
1
2
5 b 7
Those present, members of tile cast ' turned from her way home from
of "Memory Lane,” were Misses Mar- ' work to a flower shop.
II 12 i 13
garet Johnson and Beatrice Bramhall, !
10
6
A young man with pleasant eyes
Mrs. Marcia Davis. Donald Knapp. came to wait upon her. She gave
W
Clarence
Morton.
Paul
Simmons
and
her order—a box of flowers, and
m
16
17
15
J Charles Grant. Wading in snow to she asked him to send them to the
their knees added to the merriment address she gave—her own.
As
W
of the party. Dancing and a social he took the order he chatted with
19
n 18
evening were enjoyed after the re her, and her shy girl's soul unfold
W
past.
ll
ed like a blossom under his kind
20
22
23
A lobster claw, about two inches ness. Seeing her interest, he took
long has been received in town from her about the shop, and she went
Robert W. Armstrong who with Mrs. with heart and eyes alight
2b
24
2b
27
Armstrong is touring Northern Africa
That evening the flowers came.
this winter. Mr. Armstrong noted They filled her common little room
28
that there was no law on short lob with fragrance. Jean hid her face
sters in Africa.
among them, and as flowers always
Irene Rich, Robert Armstrong and did, they quieted her mind.
1 31
24 30
32 L 33
Theodore Roberts will play in the
Alice discovered her with them.
picture “Ned McCobb's Daughter," at
37
34
3b
the Playhouse Saturday. The second The girls came in, Meda among
35
chapter of the "Jade Box" will be them.
Meda stared at them, then whirled
shown; also Aesop's Fables.
3.8 i 39
40
on Jean.
W Mi
“Oho, so It wasn’t a bluff after
MANK’SCORNER
all, eh? Girls, what do you know
1
4b
Mrs.
Lucy
Boissoneault
of
Bucks43
44
M2
that? Her boy friend seat
i port spent the weekend at her home, about
them! And they are lovely 1" Meda
and .had as guests Mr. and Mrs. I acknowledged.
WXV'
48
47
Chambers of that place.
The idea had certainly worked
Mrs. D. O. Stahl was in Edgecomb as Jean discovered. But as the
last
week
visiting
her
grandchildren
j
50
51 |
next week came and the next, and
Olive ard Frances Stahl.
1
the flowers took every spare penny
W. T. Watt visited a week with his ' she had, she realized that her idea
granddaughter Mrs. Merlin Euglev.; had not been thought out to the
- HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mr. Watt is spending the winter with i end. She must stop buying them,
1-To lavish extreme 42-Musical instrument 12-City of
his daughter Mrs. Margaret Newbert. I and what would happen then?
fondness
S. W. Prussia
(Pl.)
Wilbert Mank visited his brother I
She left no order, one week ; no
4-Requests
45-Courage
15-Part of foot
Z. G. Mank Sunday.
8- Anger
47- Feminine name
17-Chinese plant
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff were at , flowers came as they had before,
and Meda immediately discovered
9- Equilibrium
48- Fountain nymph
the village last week.
20- Holy person
13-A vegetable
(Class Myth.)
Ralph Stahl and Lucy Clarrv were I the fact
21- Ceases
“What’s the matter with your boy
14-The oldest member 49-Even (Poet.)
22- Rows
recent callers on Mrs. G. Miller at
friend, Jean? Or were you send
of any association 50-Cease from action
Mrs. Clarry's home on Clarry Hill.
23- Tcmpest
16-Like bone
51-Units
Mrs. Lucy Boissoneault has sold , ing them to yourself? We never
,25-Man-like animal
saw this boy friend of yours the
18- Measure of weight
her hay to parties in Bucksport.
30- Musical windMrs. L. M. Newbert and daughter keen-eyed girl suggested.
19- Large body of
VERTICAL
instrument (pi.)
The color flamed to Jean's brow
> water
Phyllis spent a week with Mrs. Ansel
31- A protector for a
Wooster and Mrs. L. A. Post of Rock as Meda looked at her. “Ha, I be
20- Plants
1-To take dinner
child's dress
lieve that’s it, you—”
land.
22-Rends
32- Spirited horse
2- Metal in natural
The hall bell rang, and the maid
Mrs. Emily Bacon spent a few days !
24- Arab (abbr.)
33- Weasel-like animal
state
brought up a box. Opened, by
last week with friends in Union.
25- Spot
35-Masculine name
3-Old-time bed
Mrs. Edw. Moore is in Rockland eager hands, Jean saw before her
27- A thoroughfare
37-Corrode
5- Ancient weapon
a box of far more costly flowers
i visiting friends.
(abbr.)
33-Part
of
a
ship
(Pl.)
Mrs. Archie Wallis spent the week than she had ever bought, and these
28- Open (Poet.)
41-Fowl
(pi.)
6- A New Zealand
she had not purchased.
end in South Waldoboro.
29- Negative reply
43- Suffix forming the
parrot
Amid the exclamations of the
31-Thoift who mimic
ending of some
7- Briny
girls, one voice suggested sourly:
33— A title (abbr.)
feminine nouns
“Meda, you go soak your head. It’s
9-Body of still water 44- A continent (abbr.)
34- Journeys
about time you let up on Jean. No
(Pl.)
36-Vapor
45- Mother
body thinks enough of you to send
10- Either
39— A fish
46- American general
you flowers like these!"
40- Organ of hearing
11- Thus
in Civil War
Meda, for once, was dumb. Jean
gave each girl one of the lovely
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
blooms, including Meda. Meda took
OWL'S HEAD
It, her face softening.
The ladies' circle will meet with
After they had gone, Jean stared
Mrs. Calvin Rogers Thursday at 2
at the box. It was from the same
o'clock.
shop. A mistake must have been
Prayer meeting will be held this
made.
week on Thursday at 7 p. m. with
The next day she stopped. She
Rev. Helen Carlson. Topic, “Bible
had learned the name of the clerk
Promises.”
who waited on her, and she went
There will be a business meeting of I
to him. His eyes lighted as he
the Christian Endeavor society on !
saw her and softened as she told
Friday at the home of the pastor.
him of the mistake.
The committee chosen for the
"No, Miss Hudson," he said quF
Easter exercises are Mrs. White. Mrs. j
etly. "I sent them because—
Parker Merriam. Miss Isabel Bain
well—” His voice changed in tone
and Mrs. Carlson.
—"Honestly, I wish we could be
friends. You love flowers, so do I—
ASH POINT
that’s enough to introduce us. Yon
A very pleasant evening was spent ,
don't like the city; neither do I.
„ ,te ncm, o. Mr. and Mrs. «„«•
Why not go to a play tonight with
Haskell Monday evening when a
me—-and—well—’’ he paused, hie
party of friends gathered to help
eager words tripping on each other.
f’
Result! Count
Master Billie celebrate his ninth “My son’s stomach was often upset
The color tinted her cheeks. “Oh,
birthday anniversary. Radio selec and he was very nervous,” says Mrs.
Every candidate worries about
I would love to," she said, feeling
tions. ‘'83” and dominoes were en Fred. McCarthy, 74 Cumberland Ave
whether or not he is going to be
as If she just breathed the words.
joyed. Two very attractive birthday nue, Portland. “He was feverish and
elected, but the candidate never
That evening was Jean's tri
lived who cared why people were cakes were featured and buffet his breath was bad. I found he was umph.
First he came, and the girla
going to vote for hj'j if they would
lunch was served. Master Billie was constipated
him; then Meda stared at her
only do It— Hilk<=oo'0 News-Herald.
the recipient of many nice gifts.
My mother used California Fig met
and said—“Jean, you look lovely.”
Syrup with us, so I decided to givje And there was the gorgeously happy
my boy some. It surely surprised me
to see how quickly it stopped his I evening with him, and the good-by
FLORIDA
feverishness, cleared his breath and at her door that held promise of
tongue, regulated his bowels; made other good-bys and a time when
MIAMI’S
be said.
him a strong, energetic boy again.” no good-bys need
(Copyright.)
Ideal Retort Hotel
The quick, safe way to cleanse and
regulate the bowels of bilious, head
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern m every way
Ticket Sellers Made Him
achy, constipated children is with
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches which
California Fig Syrup. Give it at the
Mr. Bangs—Did you ever see ma
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
first sign of bad breath, coated take a back seat from anybody?
HOTEL
tongue, listlessness or feverishness.
Mrs. Bangs—Yes, lots and lots of
Every child loves its rich, fruity times.
flavor and it acts without griping or
Mr. Bangs—Lots and lots of
discomfort. Appetite is increased by times?
Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
its use; digestion is assisted; weak
Mrs. P.angs—Yes, from tiie ticket
RATES: (European)
stomach and bowels are given tone seller at the theater.
Booklet
()un« fo
Single
$2.50
to
$7.00
daily
OcloHor)
on
and strength.
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Hotel
Application
For fifty years, doctors have en
dorsed this pure vegetable product.
H H Misi Dining Room Service Unsurpassed Maselynn
The genuine is always marked by the
word California. Look for that when
Manager
Nova Scotia’s Firat Name ,
buying or you may get an imitation.

going, anyway

FH

Maine Boy
Mother

GRALYNN

FIG SYRUP
LAXATIVE-TONIC/<r CHILDREN

YOU OUGHT TO USE

KERCHIEFS I GAVE BILL

Mrs. George M. Dodge is ill from a
severe cold.
Her daughter Mrs.
Archie Barbour of South Deer Isle
is caring for her.
Very impressive exercises were held
at the Sunset Church on Sunday
when two babies were christened,
and one mother taken into the
church; there was a Cradle Roll
exercise and observance of com
munion.
Mrs. Nancy Marden of Belfast is
visiting her twin sister Mrs. Ada
Colby. Friends regret to hear that
Mrs. Colby is not in her usual good
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell gave a
dance in their garage Friday evening
There were 26 present and a very en
joyable evening was spent. Scallop
stew, crackers, pickles and assorted
cakes were served Music was fur
nished by Capt. Scott’s victrola.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter E Scott
entertained at cards on Monday eve
ning.

IT WASHES

RINSO.

FOR CHRISTMAS ARE

CLOTHES GLEAMING

BEGINNING TO LOOK GRAY

WHITE

J

[courier-gazette cross-word puzzle*

CALI FORM A

DEER ISLE
THESE NICE LINEN HAND

Kova Scotia wm named $MarVland by the first dlacoverera, bat
rocelveL>lts present name from
Scottish Immigrants to offset Non*111% France, and New England, .

A

ONE WEEK LATER

I’M USING RINSO NOW.
IT’S A MARVELOUS SOAP
THAT SAVES SCRUBBING
AND BOILING

MY SHIRTS LOOK GREAT

THIS WEEK. DEAR
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RAW them out with a ‘‘counterirritant.’’ Distressing muscular
lumbago, Soreness and stillness—gener
ally respond pleasantly to good old Musterole. Doctors call it a “counter-irri
tant,” because it gets action and is not
just a salve. Musterole helps bring sore
ness and pain to the surface, and thus
gives natural relief. You can feel how its
warming action penetrates and stimu
lates blood circulation. But do not stop
with one application. Apply this sooth
ing, cooling, healing ointment generously
to the affected area once every hour
for five hours. Used by millions for
over 20 years. Recommended by many
doctors and nurses.
Keep Musterole handy; jars and tubes.

D

To Mothers—Musterole is also
made in milder form for babies
and small children. Ask for Chil
dren’s Musterole

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A. M . Stonington 625. North Haven 725.
VtnalDaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'*
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
143-tt

!

she*

and diAp»»_

fortub.v^

THORNDIKEVILLE

LINCOLNVILLE

Mr. and Mrs Harry Pushaw and
son Robert of Camden are spending
the week with Mr. and Mrs. John
Pushaw.
Mrs. Lewis Young has returned to
her home in East Union after a two
weeks' stay with her sister Mrs. D. C.
Hemenway.
Mrs. Roland Payson of East Union
was a visitor Friday at C. C. Childs.'
Lester Merrill substituted on the R.
F. D. route Saturday for the regular
carrier H. G. Ames, who met with an
accident Friday when his horse be
came frightened and ran. overturn
ing the sleigh. Mr. Ames received
some bad bruises and a severe shak
ing up. but feels very greateful that
no bones were broken.
Misses Ingrid and Lucile Gath of
Alford Lake, Hope, were at Mrs. John
Pushaw's Friday.
Mrs. Rufus Chatto and Miss
Priscilla Henderson of Bluehill Falls
visited at Lester Merrill's Sunday and
Monday of last week.
Mrs. Abbie Merrill was happilysurprised March 11, when 10 friends
and neighbors assembled to help cele
brate her 74th birthday anniversary.
Although her birthday occurred
on the previous Sunday, bad weather
conditions made it impossible to
meet on that date. A social time was
enjoyed and ice’ cream, cake and
candy* served. Mrs. John Pushaw and
Mrs. Joseph Pushaw made the birth
day cakes. Mrs. Merrill was re
membered with a lovely blanket,
towels and. several other gifts.

Mr. and MTs. Cedric Holloway and
son John Parker of Massachusetts are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker Young
for two weeks.
Horace Hall who has been passing
the winter with his brother is now in
Camden where he has employment
Mrs. Bessie Knight attended the
funeral of her aunt Electa Moody Fri
day in Belfast.
R. W. Hardy and grandsons Frank
Rolerson, Albert and Bradford ar
rived home Saturday from Lakeland,
Fla. where they have been passing the
winter.
Town meeting was held here Wed
nesday March 11. postponed from
Monday on account of the storm.
There was a record-breaking attend
ance and one of the most hotly
contested sessions for many years.
Following is a list of the candidates
and winners of the various offices:
Moderator—Joseph S. Mullen; 1st
selectman. Jos. S. Muilen. George E.
Nichols (Nichols elected); 2nd select
man, L. S. Russ; 3ru selectman
Claude Heal, J. H. Peavey and Ero
Massalin (Heal elected); tax col
lector. F. E. Hardy, L. E. Gould
iGould elected); town clerk, Horace
A. Miller; treasurer, Horace Miller
Russell P. Ames (Miller elected);
school committee, Mrs. Elsie Nicker,
son, Elmer Johnson, (Mrs. Nicker
son elected). A fine dinner was
served which netted the Grange $27

Four hundred different kinds of
fleas are known to science, says an
information note, and when we see
Malthus never contemplated a how busy the acquaintance with just
condition when there would be too one kind keeps old Rover, we don’t
mfich to be eaten and too few eating wonder that science is so active.it.—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Boston Herald.

Don't Take
Chances!

CALLED FOR

Gross Assets ........................ $3,538,656 30
Deduct items not admitted
378,997 49

H'f are in Waldoboro the first two

Admitted ............................. $3,159,658 81
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 91.655 85
Unearned Premiums ............. 727.084 99
All other Liabilities ............ 329.300 00
Cash Capital ........................ 1.000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 1,011,617 97

Tel. Waldoboro 39

days of eacii week and ail week of
March 23-28.
MEDOMAK HOUSE

Gross Assets ........................$ 320.934 38
Deduct items not admitted ..
1.457 20
Admitted .............................$ 319.477 18
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
Unearned Premiums ............. $
18.207 83i
All other Liabilities ..............
284 18
Cash Capital .......................... 250.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
50,985

Total liabilities and surplus $ 319,477 18
28-Th-34
IBM

INDEPENDENCE INDEMNITY CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans .................... $ 83.500
Stocks and Bonds ............... 7.013.408
Cash in Office and Bank .... 434.107
Agents’ Balances ................. 171.292
Interest and Rents .............
16,243
All other Assets .................... 2,931,726

00
90
41
53 .
63.,
54

Gross Assets .....................$10,650,279 01 !
Deduct items not admitted 1,814,141 92 ,
Admitted ...............................$8,835,137
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $4,059,921
Unearned Premiums ........... 2,355.751
All other Liabilities ............. 558.147
Cash Capital ......................... 1.250.000
Surplus over all Liabilities
612,317

09
60 '
04 J
20 I
00 j
25 j

Total liabilities and surplus $8,836,137 09
LAW UNION & ROCK INSURANCE
CO., LTD.,
of London, England
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................$2,267,168 77
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 316,103 77
Agents’ Balances ................ 261.724 40
Interest and Rents ...............
25.056 92 |
4.047 79
All other Assets

Gross Assets ......................$2,874,106 65
Deduct items not admitted .... 138,282 78
Admitted ..........
$2,735 823
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .................S 101,173
Unearned Premiums ...... «,.... 1.288.461
All other Liabilities ............. 120 693
Surplus over all Liabilities 1,225,495

87

00
87
85
15

Total liabilities and surplus $2,735,823 87
28-Th-34
TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds .................$2,771,254 47
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 535,194 60
Agents' Balances ................. 348,212 15
Interest and Rents ...............
11,230 75
All other Assets ....................
3.088 96
Gross Assets ........................$3,668,980 93
Deduct items not admitted .. 373,041 41
Admitted ............................. $3 295.939
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 91.655
Unearned Premiums ............. 727.084
All other Liabilities ............. 445 000
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.032.198

ORGANIC

FERTILIZERS
FUrt SALE BY DEALERS GENERALLY

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.

Mass. Live Poultry Co.
27-39

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Musoular Lameness, Sprains and Bruisos
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief 7
A icientiflcally compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only et

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents
IStf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COIIEN BROS.
’ Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone W’arren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser

109-tf

EMEUMSEMICE
► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBULANCE
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. MARY E. REUTER
Osteopathic Physician

Graduate American School of
Osteopathy
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
85
28tf

52

99
00
00
68

Total liabilities and surplus $3,295,939 52
31-Th-37
MERCHANTS & FARMERS MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Worcester, Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans .................... $ 41.300 00
Stocks and Bonds ................ 332.933 25
Cash In Office and Bank ......
48.836 71
Agents’ Balances ................
33.00* 95
Bills Receivable ....................
17 12
Interest and Rents ...............
6,161 91
All other Assets ....................
3.579 59

Gross Assets ....................$ 465.833 53
Deduct Items not admitted
1.595 85

POIOIAND

POULTRY WANTED
Large or Small Lots

Total liblllties and surplus $3,159,658 81
28-Tb-34
FINANCIAL SURETY COMPANY
of Wilmington, Delaware
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds .................$ 191,902 20
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 120,705 69
Bills Receivable ....................
4,879 15)
Interest and Rents .............
3,447 34 .

r

The granu'dated

Muscular - Rheumatic
Aches and Pains

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox. SS.
To Harry Levy of Rockland. Knox
County. Maine:
Whereas Harry Levy of Rockland. Me..
on the third day of October. 1930. mort
gaged to Charles I. Crockett the entire
stock of goods and merchandise and t..e
furniture and fixtures. Including a cash
register, then contained In the store of
the said Levy, known as th Hat & Dress
Shop, situated on the south side of Main
Street in Belfast. Waldo Countv Maine,
and also all stock in trade, furniture and
fixtures thereafter acquired In the busi
ness carried on in said store, to secure
the payment of six hundred dollars,
which i rtgage is recorded in the city
records c the City of Rockland, Book
33 Page Fill and whereas the conditions
of said mortgage have been broken, now
therefore, notice is hereby given of my
intention to foreclose said mortgage for
breach of its conditions, and I hereby
nominate and appoint Ensign Otis of
Rockland. Me., as my agent and at
torney to receive satisfaction of said
mortgage.
CHARLES I. CROCKETT.
March 11. 1931.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
ENSIGN OTIS.
Notary Public.
31-Th-37
1 Seal I______________________________
FRANKLIN NATIONAL INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,903,947 46
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 463,508 39
Agents’ Balances ................... 151,694 67
Interest and Rents ...............
15 889 19
All other Assets .....................
3.616 59

soak clothes^
What a

£ase

Rudy Vallee’s income is $325,000
a year. That boy was born with a
silver croon in his mouth.—Arkansas ;
Gazette.

—
K these UvelY sud®
Watch the&eWi

thick,

Hours

Admitted .............................$ 464.237
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 14.618
Unearned Premiums ............. 232.097
All other Liabilities ...........
7 090
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 210,430

68

97
65
51
55

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

TO LET
Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
papered and thoroughly cleansed,
ceilings whitened and floors reflnished.
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf

DR. ETHEL CRIE
Total liabilities and surplus $ 464,237 68 1
31-Th-37 1
Osteopathic Physician
AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE Cl). MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
1 Liberty Street, New York
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Stocks and Bonds ................ $9,107,004 00
Every Saturday Morning
Cash In Office and Bank ......
17.353 61 I
23-tf
Agents Balances’ .................. 119 977 73
Interest and Rents ...............
81,506 00
Gross Assets ........................$9,325,841 34
Admitted .............................$9,325,841
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ...............$ 194,291
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,698,633
Al lother Liabilities ............. 110,000
Cash Capital ......................... 3 000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 4,322,916

34

61
02
00
00
71

REAR 456 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 226-M Total liabilities and surplus $9,325,841 34
31-Th-37
Branch at Portland Rendering Co., Mfrs., Portland

4 RADIO EXPERT

ISserviceSm
R. W. TYLER
509-513 Main St Tel. 710 Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Lydia Merrill, better known as
"Aunt Lydia,” observed her 92nd
birthday anniversary March 11. Her
two nieces, Mrs. Clarence Merrifield
of Rockland and Mrs. Louise Dunbar

of Camden were with her for the
event. Miss Frances Howard was also
a dinner guest. Aunt Lydia received
many cards and gifts. She is a
remarkably smart old lady and all
join in wishing her many more i
similarly happy occasions.

DrinkTea . .

for Economy

Tea costs less than half a cent a cup,

and yet is so refreshing.

H

n

SALAM
ORANGE PEKOE & PEKOE
“Fresh from the Gardens’*

12

VINALHAVEN

Town Meetings

APPLETON
Town meeting postponed from
March 9 was held Monday. These
officers were elected:
Moderator—C. H. Plummer.
Selectmen and Overseers of Poor
—H. C. Edgecomb, R. J. Gushee and
A. G. Pitman.,
School committee—Mrs. Ella Grin
nell.
Road Commissioners—E. B. Maddocks, Almon Gushee, and C. J.
Ames.
Clerk and Treasurer—E. J. Ness.
Tax Collector—Mrs. Della McCorrion.
Appropriations: Common and High
Schools, $3600; State aid roads,
$2665; poor, $300; roads and bridges,
$1800: maintenance of State aid
road, $34; maintenance of third class
highway, $706; patrol, $350; interest
on schoolhouse bonds. $250; town expenses, $300; town officers, $600;
| Memorial Day, $10.
ISLE AV HALT

Isle au Hout town meeting was
held March 16, with 30 articles for
the voters' consideration, and H. B.
Nevells as moderator. These officers
were chosen:
Selectmen, Assessors and Over
seers of Poor—Samuel Rich, Lewis C.
Turner and Stanley E. Dodge.
Clerk—Clarissa B. W. Turner.
Collector of Taxes—George Turner.
Treasurer—Walter F. Rich.
School Board—Samuel Rich.
Road Commissioner — Lewis C.
Turner.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—
Fred Cousins.
Constables — H. B. Nevells, Llew
ellyn Rich.
Fire Warden—H. B. Nevells.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—
Leon Small and George Turner.
The appiopriations showed a total
of $3,532 arid were: Current ex
penses $300; common schools, and
High School tuition, text books and
supplies, $1025; schoolhouse repairs.
$75; superintendent of schools, $170;
State aid road, $300; town roads and
bridges, $975; repairs on State aid
road, $350; difference between State
and town wages on State aid road,
$50; maintenance of Town hall, in
cluding repairs, insurance, etc., $200;
mothers’ aid fund, $52; public health
nur$e, $10.

1
;

THREE CROW
j

BAKING POWDER
I
Is made for the most particular cook in the world—
I he State of Maine Housewife

1 he First and Only Citrus Baking Powder
• to be placed on the market

1

i

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure
by the

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY

ROCKPORT

Rockland, Maine

The same good taste always

ARMOUR'S

At Monday’s town meeting, which
I was fully reported in Tuesday's issue,
I the following list of jurors was ac
cepted: Bertha Robbins, Frank Sal
isbury, Ralph Wentworth, Sylvester
Barrows, Charles Carver, Lou H.
j Morrill. Elberton Andrews, Herbert
Brazier, Burton C. Lowell, Charles
Jenkins. Edwin Merriam, James Sul
livan. Bert S. Gregory, Mary Perry
Rich, Robert Studley, Helen Hall,
Charles Gregory, Sr., Fred Robinson,
J. Carleton Davis, Almon Maxey,
John Heal, Robert Oxton, Charles E.
Rhodes, Sr., Chester Melvin, Edith
Buzzell, James Morton, Dana Sherer,
Fred Keene, William A. Paul, Castera Cushman, Orrin Jackson, Her| bert Carver, Alvin Bowden, Kate
i Dunbar, May Spear, Mildred Rhodes
and Fred Holbrook.

CLOVERBLOOM

fresh!

ROCKPORT

AT THE

A. & P. MEAT MARKET
462 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

You Can Always Be Assured of Receiving QUAL
ITY MEATS Because ALL A. & P. MEATS Are
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED. All BEEF,
LAMB, PORK, VEAL, ETC., Are Offered To You
At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY VISITED THIS
MARKET, DO SO NOW AND ASSURE YOUR
SELF OF THE BEST AT LOWEST PRICES.

THE
GREAT

TEA
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC COMPANY

AYER’S
Next Saturday is the first day of Spring! Winter months are
past—it's time to begin to doll up! And we are just the fellows to
help you! Try us!
MEN'S SPRING HATS AND CAPS—New styles on ha s and
prices extremely low ............................................ S1.98, $2.98, S3.98
CAPS at ................................................................ Si.««. $1.50, $2.00
SPRING SHIRTS—Beautiful patterns and colors. Something
to please everybody ............................................ S1.00, S1.98, S2.50
MEN'S PANTS—We have some of the nicest patterns we ever
saw ........................................................................ $3.00, $3.50, S5 0J
NECKTIES AND STOCKINGS—In patterns that speak for
themselves ................................................................. 2ic, 50c, $1.00
BOYS’ SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—The kind that mothers espe
cially like—the Kaynee make ........................................ 70c, $1.00
SPRING STYLES IN SWEATERS—Handsome .. . $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
BOYS’ PANTS—The kind that give such good wear and look
so nice ........................................................ $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
BOYS’ SUITS—For boys from three years old to 18.
We are extremely anxious to have you visit us and look our
stock over. If you see a crowd in the store, don't get scared; they
know it’s a good place to be; so you come right in, too, and get ac
quainted.

WILLIS AYER

At Red Men's hall Saturday night
a St. Patriotic dance will be given by
the American Legion, with novelty
dances and prizes to the fortunate
ones. The first ten in the hall will
receive a prize. Attend and see who
carries home “Pat's Pig.” Music by
the Fakers. The dance starts prompt
ly at 8 o'clock. Refreshments at in
termission.
The Mothers’ Club will meet to
night, Thursday, with Mrs. Owen
Roberts.
Mrs. T. E. Libby returned Monday
from a visit with her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Fred Morong of Rockport.
Mrs. Alfred Raymond returned
Monday from Rockland.
Carl Ames has launched his boat,
Ualta, that he recently completed.
She made her maiden trip to Clam
Cove successfully.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was in Rock
land Monday.
Beulah Gilchrist returned Monday
from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh enter
tained Saturday in honor of Mrs.
Macintosh's birthday anniversary, at
their home on Lane’s Island. Mrs.
Macintosh was pleasantly remem
bered with gifts and a shower of post
cards. A chicken dinner was served
and featured two large decorated
birthday cakes, with the appropriate
(?) number of candles. The follow
ing were guests: Mrs. T. E. Libby,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby, son Rich
ard and daughter Jane, B. L. Lane,
Mary Morong of Rockport, Frances
Macintosh and Louise Libby.
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest returned Mon
day from Thomaston. ’
Mrs. Charles Wadsworth who has
been the guest of relatives in Rock
land, returned Monday.
The Girl Scouts meet tonight at
Union Church vestry.
The Village Improvement Society
hold a bridge party tonight at I. W.
Fifield’s.
Marguerite Chapter Entertains

Regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O.E.S., was held Monday
evening and at the close of the cere
monies the entertainment committee
Mrs. Oscar Lane, assisted by Mrs. Ar
thur Gilford, Miss Elizabeth Ross,
Mrs. Leroy Ames, Mrs. Everett Libby,
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson and Mrs. Les
lie Dyer presented this St. Patrick’s
Day program:
Song and dance act by Ida Libby,
Hazel Dyer, Lida Ames, Elizabeth
Ross. The young ladies were in cos
tume and their act was very grace
fully done. The second was a humor
ous sketch entitled "The Kelly Kids,”
which was much enjoyed, the parts
taken by Agnes Smalley .Arthur Pears
and Nellie Nickerson; harmonica
solos were features of the act. A
humorous monologue in costume by
Evelyn Manson was interestingly giv
en. Mrs. Leslie Dyer gave a beautiful
solo dance in costume. A clown dance
by Florence Gilford in comic costume
followed with E. A. Smalley as
fiddler. Mrs. Leroy Ames in costume
sang "A little bit of heaven and they
called it Ireland” in her usual pleas
ing manner. E. M. Hall as St. Patrick
gave a lecture on “Hod-carriers,”
after which O. C. Lane as an Irish
policeman sang with Mr. Hall a duet,
“St. Patrick on Parade.” They re
ceived much applause.
A humorous Irish act was given by
Mrs. Arthur Gilford and Mrs. Oscar
Lane. The parody on “In the shade
of the old apple tree." sung by Mrs.
Gilford was the feature of the sketch.
To close, the entire company sang
"Where the River Shannon Flows.”

WASHINGTON
At the annual town meeting Mon
day these officials were elected:
Selectmen—A. E. Johnston, George
An extraordinary session of Con
Best and Minot Lenfest.
gress is one that doesn't do the
Clerk—Clara S. Overlock.
country very much harm—Arizona
Treasurer—H. L. Turner.
Producer.
Collector—L. L. Morton.
School Committee—George Best.
A more complete report is sched
Upset Not Serious If
uled for a later issue.

BUT T E R

BUY YOUR
MEATS

WAS STRENGTHENED

!
I

1
5

Mrs. Myron Parker of Searsport is
the guest for a week of her daughter
Mrs. Frank Rider.
Mrs. Gertrude Havener and Mrs.
Ethel York who have been on an extended visit in Massachusetts and
Kittery returned home Saturday
night. They motored from the latter place with Mr. and Mrs. Thorn
ton Havener who remained here over
night, returning home Sunday.
Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn very delight
fully entertained the members of the
Trytoheip Club at a St. Patrick's
party Tuesday evening at her Main
street home. Various games appro
priate to St. Patrick's Day were in
dulged in and the prizes awarded
were very unique and caused much
merriment. Sherbet and cake were
served.
As a result of the town meeting
dinner and supper held at Masonic
hall under the auspices of the Junior
class, R. H. S., $50.09 was added to
the treasury.
The Twentieth Century Chib will
be entertained Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Blanche Steward,
Mechanic street.
At the lpcal gym this evening a
treat is in store for all lovers of bas
ketball. Three big games—Rockport
Alumni vs. Rockland Independents,
Rockville A. C. vs. Thomaston A. C.,
and All Stars vs. Celtic.
March 27 is the date of the 3-act
comedy “It Looks Like Rain,” to be
staged by the Rockport High School
pupils at Town hall.

Bowels Get This Help
When you’re out-of-sorts, head
achy, dizzy, bilious, with coated
tongue, bad breath, no appetite or
energy—don’t worry. It’s probably
constipation.
Take a candy Cascaret tonight and
see how quickly your trouble clears
up. No more headache; no gas en
stomach or bowels. Appetite im
proves; digestion is encouraged. Take
another tomorrow night and the next
night. Get every bit of the Bouring
waste out of your system. Then see
how bowel action is regular and com
plete.
t'ascarets are made from easeara,
which doctors agree actually strength
ens boirel muscles. Ten cents at all
drug stores.

TIME FOR

CHICKS

ing. That school opened Tuesday.
"Sargon is entirely responsible for
Jack Bedell has sold his farm to
the wonderful improvement in my New York parties, who are to as
condition,” declared Edgaf W. Gray. sume ownership at once.
116 Lincoln St., Bangor, Me., city
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Olson and
children John and Ida, who have
been guests of relatives in North
Easton, Mass., returned home Sunj day.
Marilyn. Maloney, young daughter
I of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney, was
quite ill a few days last week.
Miss Orpha Killeran is at home
' from her school in Hinckley for a
week's vacation.
Now that town meeting is over, the
' chief topics of conversation have
changed to clam digging and the bad
travelling.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall, who
have been in South Hope the past
year 'are planning to move to their
home here, this week.
Miss Lena Seavey is a guest at H.
j L. Killeran's.
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell, who was with
her daughter Mrs. W. F. Flint and
family the greater part of the win
ter has returned to her home in
Thomaston.
Henry Teel of Port Clyde, Elmer
Woodcock of Thomaston and a few
EDGAR W. GRAY
other out of town guests attended
j town meeting here Monday.
Despite the fact that rats and mice
hall engineer. “I was terribly have been a nuisance to many of our
constipated—kept switching
from residents the past fall and winter,
one laxative to another trying to find several of them will not cause fur
relief—my head ached and I had a ther trouble, as Mrs. Lora Olson has
dull, sick, sluggish feeling all the shot 12 or 14 of the animals and
time. Sargon helped me from the Mrs. Kathryn Maloney, not to be
first dose, and three bottles of it wholly outdone by any of her sex in
made me feel like my old self again. anything, killed one a few days ago,
Sargon Pills corrected my constipa as he was running along the road.
tion without griping or cramping;
the headaches are gone and I am as
strong and full of energy as I ever
ORFF’S CORNER
was, I'll recommend Sargon to any
one."
, Mr. and Mrs. George Young and
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, ; children of Rockland were Sunday
Inc., of Rockland; by George H. Gar 1 guests at Kenneth Elwell's.
diner of Warren; and Harry L. Bossa
Calvin Bragg spent the weekend at
of Waldoboro.—adv.
33-lt
home returning Monday to the U. S.
Marine Hospital where he has been
i a patient for several months.
MINTURN
What looked like rather a gloomy
Miss Louise Leonard is spending
birthday turned out to be a very her vacation with her parents in
happy one for Edith Staples when Thomaston.
a number of friends dropped in
Frank Weaver, Vellis Weaver and
Monday to spend the evening with Albro Weaver were in Rockher. Miss Staples has been unable ■ land Saturday to visit Leroy Weaver
to get out the past week, and com who is a patient in Knox Hospital.
pany was very welcome. Games
Willis and Richard Ralph and
were played and singing enjoyed by mother Mrs. Marjorie Ralph were in
everyone. An extra girl was needed Richmond Sunday.
for some of the games and Warren
The ladies of the Farm Bureau
Staples who was dressed for the part, held their meeting on A, B. C.'s of
filled in very nicely. Refreshments , Construction at the Community
were served. Those present were House Wednesday afternoon. The
Abbott Martin, Gleason Scott, Fran meeting was in charge of Mrs.
cis Johnson, Walter Stanley, Fill Fannie Weaver and Mrs. Lulu Jackmore Turner, Fremont Stanley, Mar son who attended the training class
garet Stanley, George Moulton, Jr,. held here last month. The men
Norman Stinson. Myrtle Stinson, also held their meeting the same
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Staples, Vira j afternoon with County Agent Went
Stanley, Coris Sprague. Clementine worth discussing the marketing of
Ranquist, Cora Page, Mr. and Mrs. farm products.
George Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Myotte who
Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stan , have occupied the Week's farm for
ley. Phyllis Joyce, Carroll Staples, : several months have moved away.
Milton Hennigar, Calvin Stanley,
Ada Tinker, Mr. and Mrs. George
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Moulton. Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Staples. Lulu Calderwood, Theodore
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oliver and
McHenan.
« • » •
children of Lewiston were dinner
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Aus
School Notes
School closed Friday for a period tin Winchenbach. They also made
calls on a few of their old neighbors.
of two weeks.
In the primary room those not
Mrs, Alice McLaughlin went Mon
absent for the term were William day to Woolwich where she will be
Johnson. Harold Page, Hulda John housekeeper for Rev. Mr. Shaw.
son, Leon Page, Ruby Turner, Avis
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach
Sprague, Charlene Tinker. On the and Mr. and Mrs. Poster Jameson
honor roll: Hugh Stanley, Avis were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Sprague, Elinor Staples, Lawson Sumner Whitney at bridge Saturday
Bridges, John Martin, Charlotte j evening in Rockland.
Matthews, M. Bridges, Basil Orcutt,
Miss Laura Creamer of Waldoboro
Ruby 'turner, Hulda Johnson. Char is visiting her aunts Mrs. Floyd Wotlene Tinker, Louise Gott. William ton, Mrs Albert Genthner and Mrs.
Turner, Hazel Bridges. Winners of Hamlin Scofield.
spelling contest, William Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
Hulda Johnson.
bach were in Gardiner Monday eveIn the grammar school room: j nine.
Those not absent for the term, Max
Mrs. Eva Monahan and daughter
ine Sprague, Luria Kent, George Gloria have returned home from
Moulton, Rachel Turner. Lillian East Waldoboro where they have
Sprague, Ralph Stanley. On the been visiting Mrs. Nellie Reever for
honor roll: Adelma Stanley, Ralph two weeks.
Stanley, Rachel Turner, Lillian
Sprague, Lawrence Orcutt, Lewis
EAST UNION
Bridges, Norman Stinson, Flora
Bridges, Phyllis Stanley, Madeline
Several from this place attended
Stanley, Effie Turner, Morris Stan
ley, Byron Carter, George,Moulton, Limerock Pomona Saturday In Cam
Luria Kent. Maxine Sprague, Merrill den.
Orcutt, Margaret Stanley. Winners
The 4-H Club met with Annie Hart
of spelling contest, Adelma Stanley Saturday.
and Byron Carter.
f
Mrs. H. M. Watts is confined to
the house with an attack of lumbago.
Mrs. Izzie St. Clair recently made
a trip to Portland, where she visit
ed her son, Melvin Etter.
School reopened at this place Mon
day after a vacation of two weeks.
The pupils are very glad to welcome
their teacher Mrs. Messer again for
the spring term.

INCUBATORS
BROODERS

CHICK FEEDS, ETC.
Everything for poultry from
childhood to the chopping block

INCUBATORS
Sold and recommended by us fot
years. Provide for 275 to 600 eggs
—others of smaller capacity.
PUTNAM BROODER
HEATER
$4.75 Postpaid

CUSHING

Schools in town opened Monday.
Sargon Benefited Entire Sys J excepting
the one in district 3 which
tem of Edgar W. Gray of J was postponed that the Ladies’ Aid
of the Union Church could serve the
Bangor, Maine
town meeting dinner in that build

TENANT'S HARBOR
Thursday evening of last week
Puritan Rebekah Lodge observed
past noble grands' night with St.
George Lodge, I.O.O.F. as special
guests. Mrs. Margaret Reid was ad
mitted to membership by affiliation.
A pleasing program followed which
included Irish songs, with guitar, ac
cordion and piano accompaniment;
readings, contests, and an “Irish
Specialty" bv Pat and Bridget which
was especially enjoyed. An impres
sive feature of the evening's enter
tainment was the presentation of a
birthday cake to Mrs. Lizzie Kalloch,
the Lodge's oldest member, by Mrs.
Myrtle Taylor, who also made the
cake. It was decorated attractively
in the Rebekah colors and candles
were arfanged to represent the three
links. At the close of Mrs. Taylor’s
presentation the members in unison
extended birthday greetings. Wal
nut and pistachio ice cream with
cake were served, and the evening’s
entertainment closed with the party
singing , “Blest Be the Tie That
Binds,” in observance of the two
lodges represented. The committee
comprised Mrs, Mabel Wilson, Mrs.
Myrtle Taylor, Mrs. Harriet Wheeler,
Charles Harriman and Myron Wiley.

Page Five

Priced as low as their efficiency
is high. Inquire about QUEEN
BROODERS, too.

as shown in cut, suitable for 35 to 60 chicks. Takes the best of care
of them. Built in an hour, satisfaction guaranteed. Ask for spe
cial circular.

Mrs. H D. Post was a caller Fri
day at Mrs. H. A. Hawes' in Union.
The Pearl brothers from Stone
ham, Mass., have arrived to take
charge of the Cliffmere rabbitry in
this part of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett were
in Portland last Sunday.
Clifford Pearl of Stoneham was at
Charles Mank's Sunday.
The first car through since the
last snowstorm made its appearance
Sunday—and then it was moving
under ox power.
Mrs. Albert McPhail who has been
quite ill Is now reported as improv
ing.

FARM, DAIRY

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

ENDALL & WHITNEY !
IX
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS
PORTLAND

MAINE

they
»/

really
I

r

y

>

are
DELIVERED

OAKLAND 8
.- 2 - DOOR

SEDAN

EQUIPPED
$997i INFACTORY
ROCKLAND

PONTIAC
$775

6

2-DOOR SEDAN
FACTORY EQUIPPED
IN ROCKLAND

Miss Helen Anthony celebrated her
tenth birthday anniversary March 14
by entertaining 14 of her young
| friends.
1 Rev. John Holman of Marblehead,
Mass., preached in the Advent Church
Sunday.
Mrs. Byron Boyles returned Friday
to her home In Cambridge, Mass.,
after visiting tMrs. Clyson Coffin the
past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seavey and
daughter Esther spent Monday in
Rockland.
Capt. Bert Simmons has moved his
family to Rockland.
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Simmons.

NORTH WARREN

up to 1000 chicks capacity. Special circulars and catalog—and the
176 page 1931 K. & W. catalog on request.

how tine

PORT CLYDE

BROODER HEATER $4.75

OTHER BROODERS—ALL SIZES

■find out

C. W. Hopkins
65 Limerock Street, Rockland
Telephone 1000

Every-Other-Day
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“FREE WHEELING”

/

It is hardly believable that the New Ford Car can now be had with FREE- .
WHEELING.
To make your Bicycle “RUN” you pushed on the pedals. Your feet and legs were
the “MOTOR.” The faster you pushed the faster you rode. A Bike without
coaster brakes had to be pedaled all the time.
When you stopped pedaling, your feet and legs rested, while your Bicycle coast
ed cn momentum. Then, when you resumed pedaling faster than the Bicycle
was coasting, you again propelled the Bicycle.
A demonstration in one of our New Model A’s with FREE-WHEELING will
prove the following great advantages:
1. The elimination of back lash, the most prevalent cause of wear.

2.

The elimination of shifting gears from second to high or from high to sec
ond without disengaging the clutch.
_
-

3.

Economy—in gasoline, oil and repairs.

4.

Adds to safety of car operation on slippery pavements, curves, etc.
NEW LOW DELIVERED PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Roadster, .......................................................... $518.00
DeLuxe Roadster .........................................
563.00
Phaeton ................................................................
523.00
Coupe ....................................................................
578.00
DeLuxe Coupe ..................................................
613.00
Sport Coupe .......................................................
588.00
Tudor Sedan ......................................................
578.00
DeLuxe Phaeton ...............................................
668.00
Fordor Sedan............................................
678.00
Cabriclei ..............................................................
683.00
Town Sedan........................................................
718.00
Victoria Coupe .................................................
668.00
DeLuxe Sedan ....................................................
718.00
Station Wagon..................................................
708.00

In Everybody’s Column

;

FOR SALE

fp

U C C PLAN FOR FORD PURCHASERS

Free wheeling device installed, optional, at small cost.

Forty-two per cent of all cars sold in 1930 were FORDS. Why? Because the
Ford is not alone the most popular car, but is value far above the price.

All Model A owners are cordially invited to come in and drive the FREE-WHEEL
ING demonstrator because the FREE-WHEELING device can be installed in their
present car.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Authorized F ord Dealers
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 334
OUR SERVICE FOR EVERY FORD

FIRESTONE Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Gas, Oil, Greasing, Washing, Electric
Polishing
34-35
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REAL ESTATE

w 'w

* -w—

^/YEAR

GUARANTEE
and

NEW LOW PRICES

N thrifty homes throughout the
country, you’ll find overwhelm
ing proof of the expense-free
performance of General Electric
Refrigerators. For three yca*s it
has performed faultlessly. Now
with new reduced
*___ ;
prices, General Elec
tric places a written
3-Year Guarantee on
the General Electric
Refrigerator — every
new puchascr pro
tected from service
expense for three
long years.
Entirely automatic,
the simple mechan
ism is sealed in the
Monito'rTop, perma
nently oiled—safe

I

from air, moisture and dirt.There is
not a single exposed moving part.
The General Electric requires no
installation—simply plugs in. Cab
inets are all steel—porcelain-lined
—easy to clean. Graceful legs pro
vide broom-room.
Accessible tempera
ture control speeds
freezing. This feature,
plus three zones of
cold, means instantresponse to every need.
At new low prices
enjoy General Elec
tric convenience and
economy now.
Buy on the Budget
Plan
Small Down Payment
Balance Monthly

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
ALL-STEEL

REFRIGERATOR

COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS, ELECTRIC WATER COOLERS, ELECTRIC MILK COOLERS
Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every Saturday evening, on a nation - wide N. B. C. network

Central Maine Power Company
at any of

oar itorot

\

SITUATIONS

TO LET

;

conics this • •

J

« Mim

Above prices are fully equipped delivered

A FORD FOR EVERY SERVICE

J. B. HAM COMPANY

; LOST AND FOUND ;
*•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• ••• ••• •••*•••••$?

Why not enjoy these driving advantages in a New Ford?

PHONE 333

WARREN

THOMASTON

The Auxiliary of Williams-Brazif’r
A Chick Ration That Knocks Thc Past Into a
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of Ten
Post will meet Friday evening at
ant's Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
7.30. Business nf importance, anoth
Cocked Hat
Leach, daughter Virginia and friend
er card party to be planned, etc.
of Rockland called on friends in this
The Beta Alpha Club met by ap
Yes, it docs! And more! The New Larro Chick Starter brings
place Sunday.
pointment Monday evening in the
Baptist vestry. A right smart lot of
amazing new developments to poultry raisers.
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson and Mr.
women gathered who knotted a quilt,,
and Mrs. Elbert Starrett motored
Facts uncovered at Larro Research Farm bring forth a new min
had refreshments and an hour of
Sunday to Portland. Mrs. Mabel F.
chatting The hostesses were Mrs.
eral and vitamin combination that puts Larro Chick Starter far in
Eaton returned with them and is
Leona Starrett. Miss Helen Studley
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett
advance of anything ever before developed.
and Miss Alcada Hall.
this week.
Mrs. Robert F. Wattf was hostess
Regardless of seasonal or weather conditions—in sunshine or
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to the Jolly Ten Club Monday eve
darkness, it is complete—it needs no supplements at any time under
Chester Castner were Mrs. George
ning at her home on Beechwoods
Crec,ner and son Carlton and Miss
any condition. Feed according to directions printed on each tag.
street.
Elizabeth Newhall of Washington.
Drop in to see us or phone your order today.
A large company attended the sup
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Fiske and son
per of thc Baptist ladies circle Wed
Merrill and Mrs. Judson Garnett
nesday evening. Out of town pa
spent Sunday in Rockland, guests of
trons were ex-Warden and Mrs
Mrs. Clarence Ray.
George A. Buker of Bath. Mrs. Mary
TEL. 318
ROCKLAND
WALNUT STREET
The circle of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.,
Hupper and Miss Marjorie Hupper
will
meet
Friday
at
4
o'clock.
Supper
of Rockland. A fine supprr was pre
AT EASTERTIDE
will be served at 6 o'clock by this
pared and served by the housekeep
committee: Mrs. Alice Brown. Mrs.
ers. The fact that thc High School
Grace Spear, Mrs. Louie Drewett and
••• ••• •••
I Orchestra and Glee Club were on the
There is no more per
Mrs. Alice Watts. The regular sup
program was a strong attraction.
per and work will be postponed until
These organizations have promising
sonal gift than a pho
Advertisements ln th's column not to
musical talent and won mueji apthe next meeting.
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
*•* ••• *•* ••**•**••
cents.
times for 50 cents. Adaltlonal
olause under the able direction of
tograph of yourself or
Mrs. Ida Libbey has returned from lines 5 3cents
each for one time. 10 cents
Miss- Alcada Hall. The orchestra’s
a short visit with Mrs. Martha Bur for three times. Six words make a line. PATCHWORK -Dress Percale Clip
first number was a medley. "Campus
pings; 7 lbs. $1.00. Postpaid. Or pay
your children.
gess in Rockland.
postman, plus postage.
Satisfaction
Memories.” Other program numbers
Mrs. Miles Jones and young son of
guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9
were: "Dear Little Shamrock of Ire
Union were guests Monday of Mrs.
34*36
• 1 Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
land." reading bv Mrs. H. S. Kilborn. ■
Myra Kennisto.i and Miss Lillias
Champney’s Studio
POWER BOAT (28 ft.) strongly built,
illustrated by Belle Coates: Irish
Kenniston.
new Hubbard motor and paint. Com
riddles: song. "My Wild Irish Rose."
plete accessories $220. Bargain.
SID
Sunday morning at the Congrega
Foot of Limerock Street
orchestra and glee club: Irish cos
THOMPSON. Spruce Head
32*34
tional Church Rev. Mr. Holt will
tume song. "St. Patrick Was a
SPARE
TIRE
found.
Owner
can
have
ROCKLAND MAINE
speak cn "A Young Man's Vision.” same by paying charges. Write S.
, 4I
BABBIDGE ESTATE. 25 Maverick St..
Gentleman." Mrs. Kilborn: reading.
34*It I for sale- consisting of 8 room house,
At the 4 o'clock service the theme will care this office._______ __
34-36
double lot. fruit trees and berries. In"The Cremation of Sam Magee,"
be “Obedience—the Test of Love.”
LARGE MALE Collie Dog lost, tan and qutre P N BARTLETT. 112 North Main
Richard Bucklin: orchestra, "Some
34-39
For the usual Wednesday evening white No name on collar. Answers to st
where in Old Wyoming."
name "Teddy.M VICTOR ELLISON. R. 3.--------------------------------------------------------meeting
the
topic,
“
Joy
and
Fruit.
”
Waldoboro. Me.
33*35
ONE MAHOGANY LIBRARY TABLE.
"Do we need the Christian Church
The ladies of the Baptist circle are
condition; will sell cheap. HOL
in Thomaston todav?" will be con
STRAND THEATRE
MALE HOUND Lost
White —
and GoodYOUNG.
42 Beechwoods St., Thom
requested to meet early at the Mont lemon
spots. Answers name Chick. No . LIS
sidered at the Baptist Church next
aston.
33*35
gomery
rooms
this
Thursday
after

collar.
EDDIE
JOHNSON.
14
Main
St..
Sunday evening. The pastor wi’l
Screen “finds" are daily becoming
Thomaston.
______ 33*35SINGLE PHASE MOTOR. Hi horse
welcome anv communications, signed rarer. The coming of the talking noon ready to sew. and patchwork ____________________________________
FOUND—the key to the puzzle on power, cost $55. will sell for $25. ARwill be furnished. The business meet
or unsigned, upon the subject, and
page one. Just as all classifieds are THUR F. LAMB. 301 Main St. Tel. 69.
ing
will
be
at
4
o'clock,
followed
by
picture,
which
at
first
introduced
so
valuable
so this will be in giving a clue ,_________________________________ 32-34
will use the same at the service.
The final game of the interclass many new faces to film audiences, the regular 6 o’clock supper served
?fUtwn nrIinclnalsPPthe1natmeTfha
MALE White Esqulmo pup for sale,
series of basketball in the Hign has largely reversed its actions, and by Mrs. Grace Wyllie. Mrs. Banche “and the K ?heatre S?mjgmen « ™°^w°ld' $5 #° Y°RK S KEN'T?s
*™nes and mail Tel. 293-W
School was played Tuesday after the vast majority of the leading Peabody and Mrs. Edna Jones During the social hour Supt. Frank Rowe to Tlle Courier-Gazette as soon as pos-, sweet TOMATO Dlccalllll also nlaln
noon between the juniors and fresh
favor with a talk on his work at slble. The first 20 successful names Bu„d tonmto ptSles, 30 cents quart.
men. The juniors won by a 25-24 players in the talkies of today are will
Columbia and at the University ot
published in Saturday s Courier- ( CALL 618,R
•>•>
•»
33-tf
score, and are now the school those who have already proven their
Chicago. Chorus singing of college
champions,
ability.
DRIVING HORSE ln first class con
dition. perfectly sound. Steady and re
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spalding of
in Marion Lessing, at the Strand songs will also be enjoyed.
liable. A. P. HEALD. Thomaston. Tel. 4.
The
date
of
the
Farm
and
Home
M
Camden are spending the week with Friday and Saturday as the heroine
33-35
,,v
Mr. Spaldings parents, Hyler street 0f file Seas Beneath," Fox Movie- week at the University of Maine will
A
WHALE
of
a
bargain
in
Vinalhaven,
be
March
24-27,
inclusive,
and
date
*
ff
All
1
LLI
Mrs. Vivian Hewett of Rockland tone officials believe they have a
the wharf ar.d buildings known as the
will have charge of the music at the -discovery” of stellar calibre. At- of the Institute. Mar. 25-26. This In- 1 • .O’ ’O’ ’O’ ••• ••• *•**•*••* ••• ••• *•• ••• •••
Tolman place for $1,500 or terms. Ap
stitute
is
an
opportunity
for
parents
ply E. L. COOMBSt Vinalhaven. Me.
Baptist Church during the absence tabling stardom in three short years
SMALL
RANGE
with
hot
water
tank.
_____________________________
32-34
to
secure
assistance
tn
thetr
problems.
of Miss Mab&lle Brown, Mrs. Hew- on the Viennese stage. Miss Lessing
Must be in good condition. Address
Normal
development
of
the
child
from
GAS RANGE. Chamber's
tireless
ett ts w^ll known to Thomaston peo duplicated her success on Broadway
X Y. Z.. Courier-Gazette.
34*36 cooker.
$10. Apply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel.
through adolesence is to be
ple as a competent leader and a in "These Days" and "Flight,” and birth
34-36
strewed The enhipets tn he ennsiriPOULTRY wanted, large or small lots, 1013-M.
pleasing singer.
appeared in several two-reel produc stressed, ine supjects to De consia PETER edwards, 271 Limerock St..
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10. Junks,
ered
are:
the
normal
mental
and
so

‘
’
33-35
Rockland.
Tel.
806-J.
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons is spend tions. but without any important
$12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O.
cial development of the child; play wanted—Position as chef or ali H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
ing the week with her daughter in screen roles.
as
a
factor
in
the
mental
and
social
round
cook.
Best
of
references.
Can
Cambridge. Mass. Miss Mildred is a
Then Opportunity knocked. For
student at the Lesley Kindergarten ■ The Seas Beneath," Fox Movietone development: early habit training and ^“Ssworth'st*' Thom^toi T' PEBRVtf lon°R$loSAfltudDr$l4*lj^ink3Un$ie2r; umbsi
its relationship to personal develop- VVadswortn st • Ttioma.toiti
T j CARROLL Tel. 263-2 i
27-tf
School.
needed a girl of real Saxon coloring,
« • • •
I* g^ ••• *•■ *•* ••• *•• *•* *•* ••• *•- ••• *•* ••• ••• *•• g£
of unquestioned dramatic ability, and ment and later adjustments; the de gp
Mrs. Ethelda C. Matthews
peaking both English and German velopment of mental hygiene program
Funeral services for Mrs. Ethelda perfectly. Of the many applicants. in Maine; parental attitudes and ef
C. Matthews were held Tuesdav only Miss Lessing qualified- on all fect upon t'”' child; symposium on
forenoon at the home on Wadsworth three counts. Her test showed her character 1/tiding and round table
gp .+• •O’ •O’ ••• •O’ *•* ••• ••• ••• *•**•-•••••-••• g^
street, Rev. J. L. Pinkerton of the ideal for the part of the German discussion of how the material fur
nished
by
the
Institute
can
be
utilized
A
GRADUATE
Of
rin
lt,
?,?„rp<.
r
inn
O
J
hv
cottage house for sale.
Methodist Church in Friendship U-boat commander's sister—and a - . .. /__ ....
Beauty Culture will do marcelling by 4 ATTRACTIVE
rooms, furnished if desired. Electric
officiated. There was a large attend- week later, in costume for the role, for thc benefit of the child. Parents appointment., for 35 cents. Call at 1 ity. ROBERT FRY. 4 Erin St.. Thomas
ton.
34*36
ance including 25 members of Grace she stood on the deck of the largest from this and every community are elm st.. Thomaston or phone 66.
___ _________________________ 33-35
Chapter. O.E.S.. who attended in a commissioned submarine in the urged to attend if possible.
HEN HOUSE 10x15. all shingled. TEL.
D.D.G.M.
Ralph
U.
Clark
of
Rockcarpenter and builder—Carpen- 122 or call at 497 Old County road.
body. Many beautiful flowers sur- world, the U.S.S. “V-4" which enacts
* CI32«37
34*36
rounded the casket. The bearers the part of a big German commerce- land Inspected the St. George Lodge tillson Thomaston. S'
of Masons Monday evening.
CAMP
10x14
ft.
by
7
ft.
post,
and
5
were Ralph Carroll. Charles Wood- destroyer in the film.
50c.
MADELYN
..
MARCEL WAVING,
blueberry land for sale. Apply L.
Sunday morning subject at the McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a acres
cock, Oliver Hahn. Charles A
George O'Brien has the leading
S
WEAVER.
North
Cushing.
Me.
Ad

26*37tf dress Warren. Me.. R. F. D. 2.
Baptist Church at 10.30 will be few stgps from Main St.
Knights. Interment was made in thc role.—adv.
32-34
“Where Do You Live?" At 12 the
LET/E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawf
Daggett cemetery. Washington.
-----------------FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
repair vour furniture at 216 LIME and
usual Sunday school and Bible class and
bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tal
Mrs. Matthews was a native of
PARK THEATRE
27-tf bot Ave.
Tel. 711.
27-tf
will be in session; Christian Endeavor ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
Washington, the daughter of Ed1
_Z_L2_
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
good,
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
ward and Lucy J. i Wincapaw > Silk"- i At last we have a Western that is meets at thc regular hour and will be at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St
electric
lights
and
water,
double
lot
of
led by Miss Annie Starrett; at the Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES lahd. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
forth. In 1895 she was married to
72-tf rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
William B. Matthews of Union. as thrilling as the old-timer with 7 o'clock worship Rev. Howard A. Tel. 519-J.
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down; STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
Twenty-six years ego they came to all thc thrills and bad men that your Welch will speak on “The Challenge
scent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A J
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay larms and
Thomaston to reside and remained heart desires. “Oklahoma Cyclone" to the Best.”
HENRY Thomaston. Tel. 32-3.
27*38 cottages
for sale and rent, attractive
A good number were present at the
here. A niece Lucv Sukeforth was starring Bob Steele, opens at the
prices,
ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
St t-airiCK
Patrick'ss party
nartv sponsored
sponsored hv
the , c0WHEN
—You with
ran buy
taken into the family at three yeais
oi.
Dy int
le5 of IN
ThePORTLAND
Courier-Gazette,
the shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Park
tomorrow
and
there
is
plenty
Christian Endeavor which took place home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con- Maine.
of age. to whom Mrs. Matthews was
27-tf
thoroughly devoted and gave of her of riding, fighting, and excitement to at the Montgomery rooms, Tuesday cress Rt.; or Ross News-stand, 38112 Conevening. Miss Bertha Hunt had Bress 8t'
best in rearing her to young woman- last anyone for several days,
•— ••• •*.
hoqd. As Mrs. Walter Young, she is
The pace ECt ln "Oklahoma Cy- charge of the decorations and was
♦
.+• •O’ •O’ g^
still in the home. Mrs. Matt..ews cionc-' jS fast and there isn't one assisted by Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Miss
♦
I
had many social qualities and was a > dull moment in the picture. The love Mildred Spear and Miss Annie Star
♦
♦
hard-working and popular matron interest is incidental to the real rett. Green and white streamers
IP .«. •». .«. .O’ ’O’ ’O’ ’O’ -O’ ’O’ ’O’
of Grace Chapter for several terms. , j^ry and consequently the action is appropriate to the day were festooned
••• *•* ••• *•« ••• ••• ••* ••• •••
POSITION WANTED—As housekeeper
She had many friends among her not giowed up for a minute while gracefully and the lights shaded with
or general houswork ln private family.
neighbors, all of whom respected and the hero and heroine go into ecstasies green in the shape of rose petals, ADD TO LET ................................................ Can cook. References furnished. TELE
FURNISHED apartment
of
three PHONE 1049-J.
32*34
loved her. She ls survived bv her about the moon or some such roman making a harmony over all. The girls rooms,
first floor. THOMPSON’S. 16
husband; two brothers. Henry Suke- tic subject. The love making is done were presented with headbands.of Willow St.
34*36
’O’ .O’ *•• *•* *•.*•**•••••
’O’
*•*
forth of Rockland and Fred Suke- in whirlwind cowboy fash on, with a green and the boys wore boutonnieres
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
j forth of Washington: two half dash of banditry thrown in for added of green and white. Particularly 2-car garage. 3 miles from Rockland. To
brothers, Robert rSukeforth and , zest. The story concerns “Oklahoma suitable games were played under let for the season. NELSON B. COBB.
33-tf
Daniel Weaver of Washine on. QyCjonc- wh0 gets mixed up with a the supervision of Vernon Packard,
*•■*•.*•> >•■ ••* .O’ .O’ .O^ .O’ .O’ ’O’ *•*•••••* $^
nephews Earl, Roland and Glenwood dangcrou3
bap.qit.
McKim.
falls
in
featuring compliments—the Irish are GAR*GE ful!y
dangerou
Sukeforth of Rcckland: Osgood and love with McKim's girl and gets into famed for their "blarney' you know— stonV Helre' In'*U FC
*32-34
HALF TON 1927 G. M. C. truck, en
body, doors on rear. $150. will ex
Hollis Weaver, Pearl Sukeforth, no end of trouble.—adv.
at which Elsie Partridge and KenAT 23 FRANKLIn ’ ST.. Rockland 4- closed
change for Ford Coupe; electric coffee
Washington; nieces, Mrs. Lucy
netn Cousins won, pigs and pens; a room apartment, with or without mill. $25. cost $60; rolled top oak desk,
Young and Mrs. Hollis Young of
potato peeling contest, the winning | garage mrs david osier, r. 4. wa- five drawers, pigeon holes in top. $25,
Sears. Roebuck & Company say the couple being Vernon Packard and ! tervlUe’ MeMe.
Thomaston. Mrs. Charles Finn of
31 *36 cost $55. J. D. McEDWARD. Union.34-36
Washington. Mrs. Almond Farwell of thirteen-inonth year was a great suc Katharyn Starrett. The refresh
FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to Tel. 10-21.
cess in 1930. And here everybody else ment committee continued with the let. Apply to HILL DANE. 30 High St.
op. 3
Unity.
30-tf new tires, new clutch. $65. ROLA
LAND
thought twelve was an awful lot of color scheme in napkins and someone , ...
™
P
AYSON.
East
Union.
Tel.
18-2
33*35
.
,
, .
,
,
_ ,
| ALL MODERN 5-room tenement, cenmonths.—The New Yorker.
had made cookies the Shape of sham- . tral location. Beech Street. Garage. L.
UNION
*•• ••• ’O’ ’O’ ’O’ .O’ ••• -O’ ••• *•*
••* *••
rocks with green and white frosting. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159. Rocklancf
The ladies of the Auxiliary will
Even the cakes tore the colors of the
give another of their public card OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
day. Delicious fruit punch was also I P,n2.nL?5’_5jnO,“,^r(,‘1 rose mTescott
I parties March 21.
served and it was voted a good time; 240 Broadway. ?
27-ti
’O’ ’O’ ’O’ ’O’ ’O’ ’O’
••• ••• ••• ••• *•’ •••
■---------------Cow’s Butcher Weights
by the guests as they dep?..-ted.
six-room house, 146. Limerock st.
________________________________ 1 T3L. 819-W.
27-tf
Tlie'amount of bone in a eow
5Y
TO LET—Modern rent ln brick house
57 CO .bl
varies with the cow. 1’he maxi
,
i at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt
mum per cent of bone Is 22.4S. Tbe
•4,2.
.
Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
hide is usually C to 6’i per cent of
Modem
Apartment
for
rent.
Fur568-W.
27-tf
» .4.3
ithe live weight of the carcass; tlie
nished
or
Unfurnished.
An
ideal
loto LET -On Warren St.. 6 room tene
SS
j heart from 3 to 4 pounds, the liver
cation for professional man or woman i ment, also 7 room single house on Knox
U* '/A.
Jl
Apply at
I
electricity. Apply at 12
! from 8 to 9 pounds, and the tongue
WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
27-tf
from 2% to 316 pounds. The shrink
283
Main
Street
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at 38 Mechanic St
•J
••
age of cattle in butchering nnd
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
| dressing ranges from 33 to 52
1
i.
ii
I Tel. 874-W
27-tf
RHODE ISLAND RED and White Wy
i per cent
lO
' <2 ' • C
andotte quality Hatching Eggs. 10 cents
each. Reds raised from Connqcpcut
I_________________ _______________ _

AUTOMOBILES

♦

EGGS AND CHICKS;

Apartment For Rent

How One Woman
Lost 20 Lbs. ol Fat

HALIBUT

Lost Her Double Chin
Lost Her Prominent Hips
Lost Her Sluggishness

On FRIDAY MORNING there will be on

Gained Physical Vigor.
Gained in Vivaciousness,
j Gained a Shapely Figure.

display at this Market a Most Beautiful

If you're fat—first
1 cause!

FRESH HALIBUT weighing two hundred

remove the

Take one half teaspoonful of KRU
SCHEN SALTS ln a glass of hot water
before breakfast every morning -cut out
pastry and fatty meats—go light on po
tatoes. butter, cream and sugar—ln 3
weeks get on the scales and note how
many pounds of fat have vanished.
Notice also that you have gained In
energy—your skin ls clearer—your eyes
sparkle with glorious health—you feel
younger ln body—keener ln mind KRU1 SCHEN will give any fat person a joyous
surprise.

Get an 85c bottle of KRUSCHEN
SALTS at David L. McCarty's (lasts
4 weeksi. 'If even this first bottle
doesn't convince you this is the easit est, safest and surest way to lose fat
[ —if you don’t feel a superb improve, ment in health—so gloriously ener
getic—vigorously alive—your money
j gladly returned^ .
Mrs. Marne Catey of Buffalo N. Y.,
writes—“Since I began taking Kruschen Salts I have lost 20 pounds nnd
I feel as if 1 had lost 5(1 poun
-I feel
iso good and the best part o. i ail is
that I eat anything I like,"

!

pounds. This fancy fish will be cut at Nine
oTlock and offered in cuts to suit at—
A PIECE MISSING z
“Oh. dear!” cries Marjorie,
'‘There's a piece of my picture
book missing! I'ido must have
torn it with his teeth when he
was playing with it!” A picture
is torn right in two, hut if you
want to see what was on the
other side, take a pencil and join
all thc numbered' dots together,
c tarting with dot number one and
' eending with dot number sixtyfive. It illustrates one of Mother
Goose’s rhymes.

c

25 lb

COME EARLY

GET YOUR

CHOICE CUT

PERRY’S MARKET
Read Our Extra Special Offer of Little Pig Pork
on Pages 1 and 3

R. O. P. stock. Beautiful, vigorous and
persistent, standard brown eggs. On
State accredited list. V. P. HALL. Rock
land. Maine.
______
33-35
R I RED CHICKS can book a few
hundred for April, hatching capacity
1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
C. E. OVERLOCK. Warren. Tel. 3-4.
32*37

S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
They make healthy, productive hens.
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up.
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
Warren._________________________11-tf
EARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
for sale $20 per 100; S.C.RI. Chicks. $16
per 100; White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per
100. from our own breeders. On display
at 656 Main gt R. W. DAVIS & SONS,
Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 511-M.
_________________________________ 32-37

NEW AND USED Buckeye brooder
stoves. ‘,i price 11 sold at once. A. C.
HAWES. Union. Tel. 8-24._________ 31*36
BABY CHIX. Wylllc's S.C. Red>. Bred
for eggs, type and color. State ’accred
ited for white diarrhoea $18 a 100 post
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON.
Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
27-tf
FDR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. State
accredited $18 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM.
Union. Maine Telephone 8-5.
21-tf

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R

I
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MEN

Society

ATTENTION!
New Styles in Men's

1,0 Perso.nal.

regard-j Paul Moran, young son of Mr. ar.d
mg departures and arrivals, this depart- \<rt. P r_rl K/rnrQ„
ment especially desires information of i
S‘
Call Moran, Ji., celebrated
jociai happenings, parties, musicals, etc. tils 5th birthday anniversary with a

OXFORDS

Mrs. Donald Leach entertained I
six tables of bridge at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Martha Feeney, on(
Elm street Tuesday evening. St.
Patrick's Day found expression in I
i the table decorations. Walnut shells
to which cards were tied with green I
' ribbon assigned the guests to their'
places. Inside the shells were tiny i
cards bearing the words Mary Wish I
announcing the engagement of Miss I
Mary Pratt to O. E. Wishman. Miss
Pratt’s walnut contained a dia-1
mond ring. Miss Pratt graduated
, from Rockland High School in 1925 '
and is at present secretary to Mayor i
Richardson. Mr. Wishman is safety I
engineer for the Lawrence-Portland j
Cement Co. Honors fell to Mrs. B.
G. Hagerman, Mrs. Daniel Snow,}
Miss Elizabeth Knight, Gerald
Smead, Jack Black and Fred A.
i Snow.

Page Seven

Wc Give
GOLD HON’D
STAMPS

MONT ON 9 s
s I DEPARTMENT
STORE

Wc Give
S. & II
GREEN STAMPS

410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Tan and Black.
merry party at the home of his parGenuine Calfskin Shoes. Now
\ ents on Chestnut street. Jason
telephone.......................,. 770 or 7M-w Thurston won the animal cracker
..
.
j hunt and Byron Keen pinned the
, r’
Mrs. Charles T. Smalley. tail on the donkey both winning
eturned Tuesday night from their , baskets filled with Easter eggs as re
trip to Florida. Havana had been \ wards for their endeavors. Other
included in the pre-arranged sched- guests were Carleton Thurston, Neil
ule but three successive rainy days ! Brown and Robert MacWilliams.
in the land of sunshine put a damper
_____
OUR NEW
°n their plans in more respects than
The St. Patrick’s Day party given
RAYON BLOOMER AND PANTIE COMBINA
servant
^ivr ° w.?ys with ob" bv the Rebekahs was a very enjoy-J
.
A-n.
,
FULL FASHIONED
Donald H. Fuller, who has been I
vast?v
hil fu?rtr' fSmalley ,.added 1 able affair and well attended. The
TION
spending
the
wiater
in
Miami,
leaves
this yt^nh*tnrf l°fn!nfOr^atIOn oni Atwater Kent Radio and phonograph
chiffon hose
for the North this week, expecting
this trip, and brother Lions are used during the evening was loaned i
to arrive home next Friday. He
$1.00
looking forward to the early day by the John A. Karl Company.
$1.00
writes: “We have had one week of
when he will "cut loose” on the sub
Miami weather—water 72 degrees,:
ject.
_____
The Wawenock Club was enter air 79 to 81 Tell Charlie Berry that.” |
Edward Kenrick
and Donald Ward
lainellnirin
J? &y nn
Mr«' F?"an?esrjpnnt
Norton at
RAYON AND BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS
V
DC11U hpr
Many Men Wear
Miss Mabel Burkett and Mrs.
have returned from a sojourn in the her home on Mechanic street Mon
HUMMING BIRD SERVICE WEIGHT
day
evening.
Ten
members
answered
Ethel Sukeforth entertained at a
South. Mr. Kenrick has resumed his
Full Fashioned
$1.95
to
the
roll
call
with
quotations
from
1 pajama party Monday evening at
position as salesman with the BlaisJames
Whitcomb
Riley.
Mrs.
Leila
dell Auto Co.
We have several styles and grades
Mrs. Sukeforth’s home on Masonic
$1.00
Benner presented a paper on
street. Miss Frances Seeley was a
to choose from
Twentv-siv nffinpre pr.rf
1
"Genoa.
”
Miss
Eveline
Burbank
disprize winner in the first novelty
the°XcSiXritvffiT
i" "Marseilles" and Mrs. Cora
LADIES’ OUTSIZE RAYON BLOOMERS
of the Security Trust Company sat
j stunt. A mock wedding was per
$1.39 value
down to a banquet in the Thorndike
'
formed with Miss Ruth Rogers as
SPECIAL LOT
dining room Monday evening. Rep
I the bride. Mrs. Rollo Gardner of
98c
Some
interesting
novelties
will
be
‘
resentaiives were present from all
Camden as the groom, and Mrs.
DEXDALE
FULL
FASHIONED SILK HOSE
the branch offices of the bank in introduced at the Forty Club card
Phyllis Clark as the clergyman. Fol
$1.98 value. To close out at
party
to
be
held
at
the
Copper
Kettle
cluding Camden, Rockport, Union,
lowing the wedding Miss Madlene
Vinalhaven and Warren. After an this evening. Refreshments will be j
Rogers was given a shower. Bridge
$1.19
excellent chicken, dinner had been j servedfollowed with three tables in play,
•
NEW DRESSES
disposed of there was a brief busi-------honors going to Miss Gladys Bowen,
Made of Best Percales, Fancy Trimmed; full sizes, 36 to 46
ness meeting at the banking rooms [ Mrs. Irene Moran and Mrs. Suella
Miss Madlene Rogers and Miss Fran
Special, at
followed by an informal address on ■ Sheldon spent Tuesday and Wedces Seeley. Other guests present
"Business Methods and Local Bank- oesday in Skowhegan where they atwere Mrs. Phyllis Leach, Mrs. Carrie
$1.00
ing Policies,” by H. N. McDougall, tended the Maine State Conference
Douglas, Miss Ether Ahlberg, Miss
GLOVES
The guest speaker was William Ire- \ of the D. A. R.
Lenore Benner and Mrs. Margaret
land of the Fidelity Ireland Cor- ,
_____
Spruce of Camden.
ALSO OTHER
poration of Portland who discussed ' At the bridge party in Legion hall
bonds and financial institutions.
Monday evening honors went to Mrs.
New Gloves for Easter
Mrs. Franz M. Simmons has re
PERCALE and BROADCLOTH DRESSES
.„ , .
-------! Nellie McKinney, Mrs. Florence I
turned to, her home on Pleasant
WALK-OVER SIGN
All business except election of offi- Keating, Mrs. Lillian McRae and
16
to
20
and
36
to
46
j street, after a five weeks’ stay at
Fabrics and Kid
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
cers to be considered by the Methe- . Mrs. Mary Sistare.
Knox Hospital, where she underwent
besec Club before the close of the 1
$1.95
a
serious
operation.
season will be taken up at the meet
Mrs Milton M. Griffin, who has
Mrs. Seymour Cameron entertained
Priced
ing Friday, which will be held at
Mrs. Lucy Taylor of South street
the home of Mrs. Nan Higgs, with the Outing Club at luncheon Wed been quite seriously ill at her home,
The afternoon was spent in 25 Ocean street, is gaining slowly.
leaves tomorrow for Brookline,
Mrs. Anne F. Snow as guest speaker. nesday.
BEAUTIFUL NEW SILK SCARFS
sewing for Miss Corbett.
59c to $2.25 pa r
Mass On her return she will be ac- |
At the bridge party given Tuesday companied by Mrs. Nettie Berry whe
Members of the Happy Club met
Grill by has been at the Deaconess Hospital.
$1.00 and up
at the home of Miss Bertha Mein- I The auxiliary of Winslow-Hol- | evening at the Thorndike
tosh in old fashioned costumes, with brook Post will serve a baked bean ' members of St Bernard's Church
________________
12 present. The table appointments supper at Legion hall next Saturday ’ these were prize winners: Mrs. Doris ! Joshua Maxwell of Stonington is \ „_________________________________
Jordan^ Joanna
a visitor of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. St. I
F. J. SIMONTON CO. •grazierefareizreir
and trimmings were appropriate to evening from 5 to 7.
St. Patrick’s Day. A complete sur
Mrs. Seymour Cameron entertained t Lillian McRae, Mrs. Anna Webster, 1 clair> Trinit> street,
prise to one of its members was a the P. J. Club Tuesday evening at Mrs. Nettie Lord, Mrs. Delia Cunbeautiful birthday cake made by her home on Broadway. The decora- : ningham, Mrs. Florence Keating,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crie who are j
one of the club members. The tions were in green and white in I Mrs. Margaret Brewer, Mrs. Gert- on a southern trip arrived in Dur
CAMDEN
menu: Scallops in St. Patricjc style. honor of the day. Honors went to I rude Boody, Eugene Harrington, ham, N. C., March 7. They found the
St. Patrick spuds, lettuce salad, hot Mrs. Josephine Perry, Mrs. Martha : Mrs. Donald Perry, Miss Frances guests at the Washington Duke hotel
rolls and coffee, St. Patrick’s mints Senter and Miss Hazel Witherspoon [ Hanrahan, Joseph Adams, Miss Mc- much excited over the tragedy which , There will be a dance every Sat
and harps, Shamrock ice cream and of Camden.
j Intosh, Mrs. Delia York, Mrs. Evie had occurred about 2 o’clock that urday evening until further notice
cake. Dancing. i*ames and cards
-------I Perry, Mrs. Clara Curtis, Benjamin morning, when a woman, Mrs. W. at Megunticqok Grange hall with
were the'diversions.
......................
There will be a meeting of the ! r’'',ugv' Mrs Emily ~
Stevens,
Mrs. M. Daniel, leaped from the window , music by Dean's orchestra.
Miss Teresa F. Arau has returned
Sewing Circle of the Winslow-Hol Eda Marshall, Miss Mar/Johnson,I of her room, in tenth story, to her
Exclusively for the enjoyment and brook Post American Legion Aux lvirs. Ellen, Lynch, Dennis Cronin, , death. Mr. Crie is in the South in from a short stay in Portland. Her
instruction of Educational Club iliary Monday afternoon to sew for Mrs. Ralph Tardiff, Mrs. Ellen Mont- ' the interests of the Bicknell Co. guest, Mrs. H. D. Ames of Brockton,
members a new movie travelogue is the annual fair. The regular meet gomery and Miss Adelaide Trafton. } Both Mr. and Mrs. Crie are enjoying Mass., who accompanied her,. re
to be sent to Copper Kettle Porch ing of the Auxiliary will be held at There were 25 tables, with Mrs. Wil- | their trip greatly.
turned with her.
Friday evening by the United Fruit 7.30 with initiation of new members lis Anderson as hostess assisted by
Frank Hardy of Deer Isle is in
-------Co. of Boston. It is called "Tropic following.
Mrs. L. A. Harmon and Mrs. Streeter j Mr and Mrs Eujah Earle were in town putting thc yacht Keock in
Splendor.”
*
, Webster.
I the city yesterday bound for their I readiness for the coming season.
Town Manager Herbert Thomas is
Miss Mary Wasgatt entertained
home in Dark Harbor, after spending spending
Margaret Johnson entertained the the Sewing Club Tuesday evening at ,
a few days at Bar Harbor.,
Pntilrlor
the
winter
in
Boston.
club (of which no name has yet been what turned out to be a linen shower lidU I CICC I (JLUUCl
Mrs. John Clayter entertained at'
a pajama breakfast party this week
decided upon) last Monday night., for Miss Olive Dingley who had sup
A jolly St. Patrick's birthday party at her home on Mountain street,
These officers were elected: Presi- posed it was the regular meeting of
was held for Muriel Elfreda McPhee Mrs. Walter Ladd. Mrs. Harold Bur
dent, Margaret Johnson; vice presi-1 the Club. The decorations were
dent, Marion Marshall; secretary, charming with green for St. Patrick If you have large pores use a face ! at her home on James street. Tuesday gess, Mrs. C. O. Perry and Mrs. Al
Emma Pierce; treasurer, Mary Paia- along with tulips, narcissus and powder that will not clog them. A | afternoon when several little girl bert Havener of Rockland. Mrs. Ludino. The members of the club are freesias. By a system of matched new French-process called MELLO- friends were entertained. Music and elle Tuttle. Mrs. Bertha French and
Marion Marshall, Valma Rich, Vivi- cards partners were found for sup- GLO, makes the skin look young, games occupied the hours. The din- Miss Harriet L. Gill of Camden.
en Mullen, Mary Paladino, Marga- per and then began a hunt for re stays on longer, furnishes a youthful ing room was attractively decorated Bridge was enjoyed and each one
ret Johnson, Lydia Leighton, Marion freshments which’ were allunearthed I bloom, does not irritate the skin or in keeping with St. Patrick’s Day. received a favor.
Ginn, Rose Moody and Emma Pierce, in due timeand in good condition.
i make it look pasty or flaky. Spreads with a pretty birthday cake gracing
Dr. and Mrs. J. Carswell have re
Games, dancing and a delightful
-------------------smoothly. Try this new wonderful the center of the table. "Building a turned from a short stav in Portland.
lunch prepared by Mrs. Johnson,
Specialmeeting at SalvationArmy'
Face Powder MELLO-GLO. Corner Town" puzzle was accomplished in
Capt. S. Banks of Boston is the
were enjoyed.
| tonight.—adv.
1 Drug Store and all other good stores, the shortest length oft time bja-Jane guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wil
——————in............. ————
Welch, who won first prize. Second bur, Sea street.
___________________________________________________________________________________________ __ 1 prize was awarded to Elizabeth Till.
Frank Thomas, Alvin Jagels and
who answered the most riddles. Miss Bernice Hopkins are to arrive
Much merriment ensued during thc in town Friday from the University
' animal game when the “booby” prize of Maine to spend the Easter recess
was bestowed upon Ruth Pike, who with relatives.
: proved herself a fine imitator. Re
Thc past grands and past noble
freshments served, were fruit punch, grands of Knox and Lincoln Coun
marguerites, vanilla cookies and ice ties met at I.O.O.F. hall Wednesday
cream. The guests were Barbara evening. Supper was served at 6.30.
Griffin. Jane Welch, Elizabeth Till.
The grade schools close on Friday
Ruth Pike, June Cook, Mazie Joy of this, week for a vacation of one
and Barbara Orff. Mrs. McPhee was week. The High School will close
assisted by Mrs. Florence Pike. By April 17 for the spring vacation.
incident, it being the McPhees wed
ding anniversary Mrs. McPhee re
students are apparently
ceived a beautiful bouquet of green no"College
better and no worse than the
carnations.
country’s population at large.” We
will refrain from comparing them
Special meeting at Salvation Army with the country's population that
tonight.—adv.
isn’t at large—Weston Leader.

tiartiv ™h
ma“ or telePhone wlu
telfphoI’p6

$5.00

EASTER SPECIALS
Tfumimng qjird

HIGH SHOES

$4.50, $5.00, $7.50

MEN’S
POLICE SHOES
$3.50

MEN’S RUBBERS
Now $1.00

McLain Shoe Store

POSITIVELY THE FINAL
WEEK of SPECIAL PRICES

These Remarkable Special Low Price Bargains In Dry Cleansing

End This Week. Our Regular Prices Go Into Effect

Stays On Longer

MONDAY, MARCH 23

$1.00

For Lamb’s High Quality Cleansi ng of Men’s Suits, Top Coats, etc.

and Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Dresses

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Work Called For and Delivered!

All Special Price Work For Cash

Not too early to
think of Spring

ARTHUR F. LAMB

... which begins March 21

Cleansing

Silver Foxes

Dyeing
Rockland, Maine

Pressing

The most outstanding of our spring and all the year
round furs
The prices on these beautiful animals is the lowest evet
known and now is the time to invest

$75, $95, $125, $195 each
When selecting your fur
trimmed for present wear.
the regular spring coats.
for cool weather. Shown

see our tailored coats, fur
A little heavier weight than
In other words a warm coat
on the second floor.

Short

"FOR MEN”

Fur'

Fur Coats

The Mandleberg

Pieces

Top Coat

Always a large and varied
assortment of the smaller
furs.

Are to be one of the early
garments. We show these
In several shades.
Beige, Mauve, Suntan,
White
Smart little coats

$45.00 to $65.00
first quality

Fur Repairs—
Fur Storage—

for spring wear

Samples of these coats
shown on our Second Floor
Fur Department—
Made from Imported Mixturcs, Shower-proof, English Cut.

$35-00
*

Special Values

STONE MARTIN
BAUM MARTIN
SABLE
MINK
RED FOX
ROSE FOX
SABLE FOX

EVAPERO Cleans Spots From Your Garments 35c

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

You’re Stung, Pat

Young Patrick (kidding redhaired girl)—Say, Sue, don’t come
too dose to me; I might catch lire.
She—Don’t worry, I’atty; green
tilings don’t hum, silly.

FRI.-SAT.
They called him “Tile
Oklahoma Cyclone" and he
was that—Riding. Fighting,
devil-may-care — but he
rode with a purpose—

* Aroused in Wrong Way

1 do not expect tlie people will

ever become aroused, but if they
should probably they would become
aroused in the wrung . way.—Ed
Howe’s Weekly.

Sinclair Lewis complains that artj ists don’t count in this country.
Most of them have nothing to count.
—Southern Lumberman.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION
_________
Ruddy checks—sparkling eyes—
most women can have. Dr. F. M. Ed
wards for 20 years treated scores of
women for liver and bowel ailments.
During these years he gave his pa
tients a substitute for calomel made of
a few well-known vegetable ingre
dients, naming them Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets. Know them by their
olive color.
These tablets are wonder-workers
on the liver and bowels, causing a
normal action, carrying off the waste
and iroisonous matter in onej system.
If you liave a pale face, sallow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue,
headaches, a listless, no-good feeling,
all out of sorts, inactive Dowels, take
one of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
nightly for a time and note thc pleas
ing results.
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets - now and
then to keep lit. 15e, 30c and Wc,

ALSO

“SPELL OF THE
CIRCUS”
“OUR GANG"
Comedy

with

NITA REY
NOW PLAYING
RUTH
CHATTERTON

in

Paramount
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Picture.

“UNFAITHFUL”

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day
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REALM OF MUSIC

THE KIDDER, PEABODY DEAL

^x±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±f:

Boston Banking Firm Established In 1865, Dissolves Part
nership, After a Notable Career

Current Comment

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

In this paper Tuesday was briefly goffering of a new issue of $13,943,000 *77777777777777*. b>- harry a. daniels •+++**+♦♦*♦♦++♦' •
announced the dissolution of Kidder, Bos’on A- Maine Railroad 4’» per
cent bonds.
Peabody Co. the Boston banking
In 1930 {he fjrm was prominent
Here is a new thought, suggested 1 Texas shipped out 53,415 car loads
of eatables from the garden and
house
with
whose
affairs
a
Rockland
the
syndicate headed by J. P. Mor- bv Melvin A. Travlor of Chicago. OI
Those who have noted the recent times a year.. Particular interest is
J last year. That's feedin’
item in the news column that Mr. found in the fine tribute paid industry has been intimately con- gan & Co. which offered the issue of while lecturing at Dallas, Texas, re- , ^hard
and Mrs. William J. Kenney of Cam Charles I Rice, at one time director nected. The full story of the deal as $150,000,000 American Telephone & cently. If the trades unions during
Telegraph Company 5 per cent de
<§> <£> <8> <•>
den are opening a Conservatory of of music in the public schools, It j published in the New York Time? bentures;
with the syndicate headed prosperous years, continue to hold
Music and Dramatic Arts in that reads:
| will be read with interest, as here bv the Morgan house which 'market
.._ _ „„
. „„„„ , The ancient seven wonders of the
“Almost everyone in Worcester
meetings, as they do, and advance . wor]d were: The pyramids of Egypt;
town may be interested to hear more
ed the $98,250,000 German loan; with the wage scale for all union men. Pharos of Egypt; Hanging Gardens1
detail regarding this project. The knows of the work Mr. Rice did as 1 republlsnea:
Harris.
Forbes
&
Co.
in
the
offering
Conservatory located over the Vil director of music in the public
from $5 to $13 a day in some in- of Babylon; Temple of Diana at
The new firm will comprise Edwin of $30,000,000 Associated Gas and
lage Shop on Main street, Camden, schools. Tliere are many sidelights
stances, then during times of de- Ephesus; the Statue of Jupiter by
S.
Webster
Jr.,
vice
president
of
the
Electric
Company
debentures;
and
opened March 9. The curriculum of character, however, which will be
such as we have had re- ' Phidias; Mausoleum of Artemisia;
comprises: Pianoforte, harmony and cherished by those who knew him, I engineering firm of Stone & Web- with Lee. Higginson & Co. in the Passion. such as we have had re- I
being peculiarly indicative of a ster, Chandler Hovey, member of the offering of the issue of $30,000,000 cent’J'
7'0,00;S00 men out. of i Then name the middip
theory, elocution, deportment, dra as
It is not necessary to wait until you have
great man One of these episodes New York Stock Exchange and head Edison Electric Illuminating Com- work' should not these same unions i th , e” ®“"’e J"®,J"ld^e ages' w
,
matic arts, pantomime, voice culture centered
about Mr. Rice's interest in of Chandler Hovey & Co. of Boston, pany of Boston 5 per cent bonds hold other meetings and reduce the , then seven wonders of the world:
a large sum of money before you open a
and voice instruction.
Indians. While visiting the Crow and Albert H. Gordon, formerly asso- State Life Insurance Company, and wage scale to meet existing condi- ,
Catacombs of
Mr. Kenney teaches the first three Indian
savings account. All you need is $1.00 to
Mission,
at
Lodge
Grass,
ciated
with
Goldman,
Sachs
&
Co.
the
APW
Paper
Company.
tions?
Every
merchant
takes
in
Alexandria,
Great
Wall
of
China;
arts, and Mrs. Kenney the remain- .-----_
The
partnership
of
Kidder.
PeaThe
new
firm,
it
was
announced
less
money
during
a
depression,
has
Ston-henge.
Leaning
Tower
of
Pisa;
take the first step towards financial inde
ing. They will also be able to teacli : Montana, he set down the music of
other instruments as the demand for 1 an Indian gospel song, and also se body & Co., which was founded in last night, will operate with the same to cut expenses, has to cut his per- Porcelain Tower of Nankin; Mosque
pendence.
Thousands of savings ac
always played personnel and in the same office as sonal income, and the same is true of SL Sophia at Constantinople.
them comes. Mrs. Kenney is a 1 cured the words. These he arranged Boston in1865. has
with
an
important
role
in
investment
heretofore.
The
New
York
offices
of
every
man
with
money
invested
And
then,
greater
than
all,
come
counts
have
been started with an initial
graduate of the Viola Roach Private j in regular musical manuscript.
School of Dramatic Arts, and has the aid of W. A Petzoldt of the banking in this country and has are located at 17 Wall street, and the in any line of business. Therefore,our own seven wonders of this generadeposit
of
$1.00
and many of these same
tion. Radio. Telephone, Aeroplane
taught in several institutions in Mission. The effect upon the In- headed or hasbeen included in syn- Boston offices at 115 Devonshire should not the union worker be will- Radium,
X-rays, Antiseptics and
•
accounts
are
now
in the four figure class.
dicates
which
have
marketed
many
street.
ing
to
get
along
on
less?
Boston. She has also studied voice. ' dians. when they heard their own
Antitoxins, Spectrum Analysis.
Charles S. Sargent, member of the
<$><$>.*> <sand has been soloist in many Greater ( song played on the organ, is de- of the major bond issues in recent
Most people who wait until they have
years. The firm has been closelyold firm, who held
the membership
He thinks that capital and labor
Boston churches.
Mr. Kenney ! scribed in a letter as follows:
$> O €> ®
"some extra money” before opening a
Stock Exchange. must reach an agreement, for a risstudied piano under Felix Fox and
“ 'The Indian is not yerv com- associated with J. P Morgan & Co.in the New York
And now comes the American
vesterdav filed an application withing‘ ‘wage jn a rising market, and a Petroleum Institute with figures
harmonv and theory and pipe organ municative in regard to his likes and in financing the American Telephone
savings account never get around to it.
at the New England Conservatory of j dislikes and is not as expressive and and Telegraph Company and the the Exchange for the transfer of his falling wage in a falling market. showing that the taxes paid by auto
They
never seem to have the extra money.
| membership to Samuel Mixter, of He’believesthat through’no other mobile owners are three times as
Music. His instructor in pipe organ 1 emotional as we are. However, sev- New York Central Railroad.
was Henry M. Dunham.
; eral of the Crows said they wonTh,e,
as®oc?lt5d comPanies ,
Hovev & Co.
arrangement can labor expect to be great as taxes paid by the railroads.
Don’t wait. Open your savings account
Mr. and Mrs. Kenney report that I dered how you could put their song are the Kidder Peabody Acceptance! EdwmS. Webster^ Jr.. "Her gradu- always employed, or capital to meet Railroads complain that motorists
at this bank with $1.00. Do it today, or
in- 1923 its obligations. He thinks there is use the public highways for passenregistration has already begun in a into the organ, and thought it "bot- Corporation. which was established ating from
mm Harvard
orvor College
„
promising manner, and they extend sots" which is the superlative de- in 1922, and three investment trusts, j and from the Harvard Business no doubt that if the union men I ger and freight traffic, while the
next pay day.
known as Kidder Participations. , School in 1925. became associated now demanding $6. $8 and $10 a day railroads must build their tracks and
the assurance that no efforts will be gree of expression for anything.'
spared to give Camden and vicinity
'As a composer Charles Irving Inc., and No. 2 and 3. established. , with Stone & Webster. He subse- would work for less, that many of pay taxes on rights of way. But the
instruction in the various arts to be | R:ce confined himself principally to respectivelv in 1926. 1927 and 1928 quentl.v became vice president of them could find work. He also be- ' motorists are paying for all the good
proud of.
i tasks of immediate and definite use- The new firm will continue to act as ) stone & Webster. Inc., and presi- lieves that the millions of dollars the roads in this country with their
& Webster Invest• • • •
i fulness. Who can tell how many correspondents of Baring Brothers i dent of the Stone „,uiM,
________ v,„ government is now spending on pub- gasoline tax. And in some states
Those who recall, still with pleas- students have been inspired by the & Co.. Ltd., of London, which firm 1 bemCnnP^rn1 thp
= lic buildings will give but temporary ; the gasoline tax also pays for schools.
ure. the days when Albra Vinal and ! sight of this gallant man making will continue to represent Kidder. ™ Pnflrtn^b.n
? mi?' relief to a very few of the 7.000.000 fish hatcheries, state buildings, sea
Mae Pendleton of Vinalhaven used music, with one hand and an arm Peabody & Co., in London.
walls' and other things. Oklahoma
Through the new association the of Stoned Webster. Inc the New- Pt0*le out of work at this time'
to come to Rockland and participate which terminated in a single rubberThomaston, Maine
<
spends every dollar of gasoline tax
in local musical affairs, with the ' tipped finger of steel? We used to close relationship between Kidder. England Trust Company’, the FreeSh°eS are SelHng m RaUSS‘a "°h ThePe I?e 25 miffion automobfie
Wight Philharmonic Society and the sav that Mr. Rice could make more Peabody & Co. and the Webster ^dLLhta™tesnyinaCnd RailWBV
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Rubinstein Club and others, will be music than anyone else with al! ten family of Boston, which has been and Light Securities. Inc.
for $g0 a pair, butter is $6 a pound. owners in the United States, and if
interested to know that Mrs. A. J. fingers. Certain it is, that there carried through the third generation
Chandler Hovey is the grandson of and breakfast for two cost Philip they ever all get together and deEd C. F. Hovey, who in 1833 founded Harty. mechanical engineer on a
Bird recently received a communica- were no fingers missing from thee of the latter, will be continued. Edi.
“ “n
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Mslne corporation owning a majority
tion from Miss Vinal, who is now hands of Mr. Rice's spirit. His per - win S. Webster Jr., is the grandson of the firm of C. F. Hovey & Co. which visit there $11 American money. ,®?de to.doaVo
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
tojataut the highways, !h^
than
000 000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Mrs. Mark P. Smith of Boston. In sonality gripped all within its reachi. the late Frank G. Webster., who ^ill bears his name, and the son of He does not believe the Soviet fiveInstitutions.' Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
the letter were enclosed two pro- and made a permanent impression.” j opened the books of the original firm , William A Hovev, who for many 1
nlnn will he a success He was i
,
■ .
. ,
managed
by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
grams in which Mrs. Smith figured.
....
of Kidder. Peabody & Co. in 1865 years was editor of The Boston Eveconstruction, maintenance, who is to
ln banking and financial operation.
Russia five months.
use them, and for what purpose.
One was of the MacDowell Club conand who also was senior partner of | ning Transcript. Mr. Hovey was
<§> <s> <$> •$>
cert at Jordan Hall. The club chorus Albert Stoessel, widely known con- j the firm from 1905 until his death associated with Kidder. Peabody &
BUTTER AND EGGS
has 69 voices, and among the altos ductor. directs the chorus of the on Feb. 15. 1930. at the age of 88. I Co. from 1900 to 1910. In 1910 he' be- In England, the Oxford University
museum expedition reports that
is Mrs. Albra Vinal Smith. The Worcester Festival and in a recent Fdwin S. Webster, son of Frank G. ' came a member of the Boston Stock
chorus gave this group in the pro- meeting with the officers and di Webster and father of the new part- i Exchange and established the invest- theyhave found in Mesopotamia, a ( urtai burnt Of Purchases Rather has glutted the market, thereby i
Than Overproduction—The City causing a ruinous drop in prices."
gram: "Manger and Cross” (Old rectors he outlined the 1931 program ner, worked for the banking firm l ment and brokerage firm of Cliand- few miles east of Babylon, a city so
Pointing out that eggs and milk
Dutch Carol) by Rontgren; "The which has aroused lively enthusiasm. himself until he left to organize, ler Hovev A: Cn. He has been a ancient that its ruins show water-1 Dweller Holds Key
contain all the five vitamins conButterfly” by Jenkins: “Pater Nos- The choral works will include "Song with Charles A. Stone, the engineer- member of the New York Stock fix marks left by the Biblical flood.:
I change since 1922.
The
discovery was
was accidental.
accidental, We|
we : The city dweller holds the key to ; sjdered essential to health, the ComThe discovery
ter" by Bortniansky; "The Flower of of the Fates” bv Brahms. "Psalmus ing firm of Stone & Webster.
Albert H. Gordon has been associ- may soon learn more about Noah i the stabilization of the dairy and egg I missioner stated “Eggs are lower in
Jesse," a Mediaeval Song arranged Hungaricus" by Kodalyi. and "MornK-R-0 (Kills Rats Only), the larg
Kidder, Peabodv & Co. have for ated with Goldman. Sachs & Co and
the ark. 1 market, Commissioner of Agriculture price than they have been at this est selling rat exterminator in Amer
by Bell. William Ellis Weston di- ing Heroes" by Arthur Bliss. The
s>
Frank P Washburn stated today. A season for the past 17 or 18 years. [ ica, won’t kill dogs, cats, or poultry.
rects the chorus, and Arthur Fiedler latter composition, by Bliss an Eng- many years maintained offices in since his graduation from Harvard
_ .
uh tho Tturn
nor™al consumption of I "Wholesale price of milk has The original exterminator made of
is conductor of the 85-piece orches- lish composer, is a choral symphony Boston. New York, Providence. R. I., College in 1923 and the Harvard
Last year ‘19301: t?matoes led lae these products by the city population dropped from 9 to 6 cents F. O. B. oven-dried squill, the ingredient
tra. This orchestra has a “concert with an orator, a tenor soloist, and Newark. N. J. The firm in ad- ' Business School in 1925
mistress” (Mrs. Adeline Tolleson) in- mixed chorus and orchestra. The dition to its extensive investment I The firm members of Kidder, vegetables shipped from Texas to wm save a situation that has grown Boston points during the past three recommended by the U. S. Depart
northeFn markets,
markets, with
with 7,513
7,513 car | steadily worse in the past several I months causing a loss of millions of ment of Agriculture as sure death to
stead of the usual concert master to wars of old. and of modern times, are security business, has held member- Peabodv & Co before the dissolu- northem
dollars to the Maine farmer.
which we are accustomed. In the commemorated by episodes built ships in the New York Stock Ex- tion of the old firm were Charles S. loads being harvested and shipped, months, he said.
rats and mice but not deadly to any
"Overproduction cannot be blamed
“With no immediate alleviation of thing else. K-R-0 is used by County
list of players appears an occasional around poems representative of the change, and in the Boston Stock Ex- Sargent. William Holwa." Hill, Alex- In the month of June alone, 3,982
car
loads
of
tomatoes
left
this
state.
I
for
the
present
surplus
and
low
the situation in sight before the Agents in 90% of rat-killing cam
familiar name, among them Mrs. various eras. Other presentations by change, and has been active in ander Winsor. John R. Chapin. John
Felix Fox and Walter Piston ( a for the Festival Chorus will include Mrs. foreign exchange and specialized in l Elliott. Walter H. Trumbull, Jr.. Then came cabbage. 5412 cars; ' prices. The farmer has been steadily summer, the city consumer can do paigns. Sold by all druggists, poultry
mer Rockland boy).
H. H. Beach's "Canticle to the Sun.” commercial and travelers' letters of Daniel W. Weeks. Richard R. Wi!- onions, 6,307 cars; spinach, 6989 cars; , producing enough to meet the de much by increased purchase to help supply, seed houses, on a moneyThe other program was of the and three novelties by Percy credit.
I liams Jr.. Henry Clay peebe. How- watermelon. 6048 cars; white pota-1 mands of normal times. Abnormal the farmer remain in the dairy busi- back guarantee.
»
"Mardi Gras and Pop Concert" given Grainger—“A Tribute to Stephen
Last week Kidder. Peabody & Co . ard N. Flanders. John A. Remick. W:!- toes, 5530 cars; grapefruit, 2625 cars, curtailment of purchases in the cities ness."
I. .
ill I
I li^————
by the BPW Republican Club of Foster” now being written, a word was a member of the group headed : liam B. Snow. Jr., and Robert Winsor
Massachusetts in Ford hall. Mrs. less choral arrangement of the "Lon by J. P. Morgan & Co., which offered 1 Jr. The New York Stock Exchange
Smith acted as accompanist for the donderry Air" and "Father and the issue of $75,000,000 New York | membership was held by Mr SarGlee Club.
Daughter" a brief choral work Central Railroad 4li per cent bonds gent.
Miss Pendleton, who is now Mrs. based on a Faeroe Island Legend; which was sold in two hours. The
Carl Nichols, lives in Chicago, and also “Hymn to the Sun" from Mas firm was also associated last week
THOSE COIN PROBLEMS
keeps up her music. She is a fine cagni's “Isis.” and “Triumphal with Lee. Higginson <fc Co. in the
pianist and has also held the posi March” from Elgar's “Caractacus."
A. .lav See Appears To Have Stirred
tion of church organist for some
This list makes us wish that Wil
I'p Some Knox County Mathema
66
years. Both Mrs. Smith and Mr- liam Rogers Chapman and his Maine
ticians
Nichols attended the New England Festival Choruses of bygone days j
Editor ct The Courier-Gazette:—
Conservatory of Music.
were still with us.
The key coin to the Camden change ,
m ♦ ♦ «
« « » •
problem as submitted by Regina
A most interesting letter has been
V. Coombs, is the $2.50 gold piece.
received from C. A. Warren, musical
An editorial in this little leaflet
The least number of coins used is
director of the Maine All-State makes a distinct impression upon us:
$2.50 gold, two silver dollars, one
School Orchestra. Any boy or girl
"One of the most insidious things
quarter and a 20 cent piece. Using
who would like to join is asked to about a period of industrial depres
paper money, a $2 bill takes the
address Mr. Warren. 5 Stetson street. sion is. that many people who have
place of the silver dollars.
Brunswick, giving full name and ad idle time thrust upon them do not
* • * *
*
One of over 600 Electric Water Heater Customers who
dress. and telling about his musical know what to do with it. Conversa
My solution of the "106 coin $3.83"
experience a bit—what he has plaved tion for such people, in such times, i
problem is:
expresses the usual comment on Sepco.
in either orchestra or band—the , cannot be cheerful, except at the ex- i
1—$3 piece, gold .................. S3.00
grade of music played—studies, etc. pense of great inner faith and forti
1
—
20c
piece,
silver
.....................
20
The price for the two weeks at tude. There is needed something
1—5c piece, silver .................... .05
Castine is $25. This covers all ex which people can do, something
1—3c piece, silver .........................03
pense outside of traveling costs, which will fill time wi’h enjoyment,
1—3c piece, nickel .......................03
Quring the past two years over 600 Sepco Electric
which will be very little from Rock and with a sense of accomplishment.
1—2c piece, bronze ..........
.02
land, comparatively speaking.
For the masses at present there is no
Water Heaters were sold to our customers. In
100
—
;C
pieces,
copper
...................
50
Mr. Warren writes: "We want any doubt that radio does much more j
___
4
scarcely a single instance, nothing but praise for this
youngster who can receive any bene than some people will admit. For ;
106
$3.83
fit from this movement to be there." those people, however, who tire cf'
efficient hot water service has been voiced.
No other colutton presented thus
The season at Castine opens Aug. ready-made music, a chorus offers
far has been within miles of the
24. Already the enrollment list is real opportunities for self-forgetful
original one. as none used more than
approaching the 100 mark, and it ness. The reaching out after art and
The following excerpts were taken from a letter
one or two of the coins that I did.
looks as if that figure would be con beauty in the form of really grand I
from
Mr. A. A. Heald, prominent Waterville resident:
A. Jay See.
siderably exceeded.
music is a thrill no business cycle
♦ * * *
Union, March 17.
can dispel. By creating music one
* * * *
Miss Margaret Ruggles passes me can forget for the time being the
“We are delighted with the heater ... It furnishes
In answer to the Coin Problem
a very interesting leaflet entitled disappointment of being deprived of
in Saturday's issue of The Courierus quantities of hot water at any season of the year at
“Festival Notes." devoted to the in other creative work.
We Are Offering One Lot of
Gazette Mrs. Abbie Conners offers
terests of the Worcester Music Festi
“Do not overlook the opportunities
a reasonable cost.
this solution: The conductor gave
val and the Worcester County Musi in smaller musical organizations.
the passenger $2.50 in gold and either
cal Association. It is issued four The church choir, the neighborhood 1
$1.00 in bills or one $2.00 bill and 50
choral group, the shop glee club, the J
“I would say frankly that one has to install this out
The beautiful residence of A. A. Heald of
cents in 5 and 10 cent pieces.
budding male quartet, all are hard j
fit
and see it in operation to fully appreciate the ad
Waterville, Maine, in which a Sepco automatic
at work these days, with no less en
electric water heater furnishes adequate hot
A THOMASTON ANSWER
thusiasm than in better business
vantages which arise from its automatic thermostat
water for every use.
Just In
times. Beyond the threshold of such
Editor oi The Courier-Gazette:—
and insulating features.
endeavors there waits inspiration
In regard to that “coin problem”
Specially Priced At
and very valuable, training for any
I should say that he gave the man
one who can sing a little, and co
one $’.50 gold piece, two $1.00 bills,
“We now have at hand every hour of the day or night a con
operate a great deal. While the
four dimes and a nickel.
stant supply of hot water and, to our surprise, the cost so far has
country is wrestling with unemploy
Mrs. A. D. Brewer,
ment, we nominate as one first-aid
Thomaston.
been much less than the expense involved with our old heater
treatment—Music! ”
which could not begin to compare with this one either in ap*
Rolled Edge, Fancy Tick
* * * *
It’s All Wrong to H!o>

All you need is $1.00

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

KILLS RATS IND MICE
WITHOUT POISON

We are delighted with the heater”

A
MATTRESS
SPECIAL

—says A. A. Heald of Waterville

COTTON and WOOL

MATTRESSES

REGULAR PAINS

$7.75

^Relieved

by this
NEW EXTERNAL
PRINCIPLE

When pains of cramps start, apply
FEM-PAC. This new feminine ne, ,,
.
in-,
cessity quickly soothes and alleviates
the pains. No medicine, no drugs.

Mrs. Dorothea Kotzschmar Sachse,
daughter of the late Hermann K.
Kotzschmar, composer and renowned
Portland organist, died recently at
her New York home. She was 53 and
Kotzschmar's only daughter. Unlike
; her renowned father in whose mem
ory Cyrus H. K Curtis presented the
city of Portland with the Kotzschmar
Memorial Organ, Mrs. Sachse was
i not a musician, but an accomplished
linguist.
Her husband gained nation-wide
notoriety in 1915, prior to the entry
of the United States into the World
War, when he was arrested with
three German reservists aboard a
[ foreign bound ship steaming out of
i New York on a charge of conspiracy
j j.o defraud the United States Gov, ernment through use of American

CASH OR TERMS TO SUIT

Stonington Furniture
Co.
313-319 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

If your question is one of hot water
service, Sepco is the answer. It is en
tirely automatic, giving an instantan
eous hot water service of 50-gallon ca
pacity at the turn of a faucet.

Costly French Fail ure

It Is recorded that the French
lost altogether 22,169 men during
the nine years’ work on the Pan
ama canal.

Due to its 3-inch insulation of gran
ulated cork it makes for economical op
eration. Its cost of operation has aver
aged less than the cost of a live-cent
cigar per person per day.

Tells How To Get Rid of
I
Rheumatism In 48 Hours
I

I
1
;

Let us tell you more about Sepco . . .
its carefree, trouble-free operation that
provides constant HOT water at the
turn of a faucet.

I.
|

BIG 8 OUNCE BOTTLE
the joints and tendons leaving deposits
so deep seated that they cannot be
FOR ONLY 85 CENTS
FEM-PAC is so simple and safe to \ Although she had lived in New
reached—this often means that the
takers of drugs for relief only are dis
use Body shaped and flat. Cannot York since the start of the World
abled for life.
1
‘
War. Mrs. Sachse had a wide circle
It Is Guaranteed
If every person who is afflicted with
be seen under the lightest garments of friends in Portland and frequent- |
rheumatic manifestations would start
Thousands of well meaning people are i at once to get the uric acid out of the
ly
returned
to
her
native
city
as
the
A specific wom
the chance of being crippled for ; blood—it would perhaps mean the
guest of Mrs. J. B. Pope of South taking
life with rheumatism.
I avoidance of crippled joints in years to
en's product. '
Portland. Her marriage to Lieut.
When a rheumatic attack occurs they, c°me.
seek
to
deaden
the
pain
with
handy
rej This can be done by taking one tableSachse
was
solemnized
at
the
First
Women users
—a method that usually ends' spoonful of Allenru three times a day—
I Parish Church of Portland in Sep- lievers
with
disastrous
results.
' Aiienru acts on the blood and drives
recommend it to
[ tember. 1906. and was strictly Ger I Every rheumatic sufferer knows that from it the uric acid that causes your
painful,
swollen.
Inflamed
joints
and
' rheumatic agony, and does it in 48
man
in
its
character.
their friends.
are caused by an excess of uric hours.
Among her survivors Is her mother muscles
ln the blood.
Xou can get a generous bottle of AlON SALE AT ALL STORES—50C EACH who now resides with her son, Lieut. I acid
When you drive this troublesome uric lenru at David L. McCarty’s or any proHermann Kotzschmar. Seattle. Wash. acid from the blood you are getting rid gressive druggist for 85 cents—take It
the cause of rheumatism—relievers with every assurance that it is a real
1 The mother was in Portland last ' of
’t do this.
enemy of uric acid—and of rheumatic
August to attend the anniversary won
While you are taking the nerve dead- conditions—and bear ln mind, if it
1 memorial organ concert in the City enlng relievers the uric acid continues' doesn't do as advertised—money back.
1 to penetrate further and further Into Allenru is Just as good for sciatica.
1 Hall auditorium.

JFem-Pac

pearance, cost or efficiency of operation.”

A Modern int' llei-hiiil
s m
body who agrees with inlindy on
anything even if he eiiii'l e\|ihili.
why.—New Castle News.

Ask any Employe about SEPCO

Special
1V2C

Rate

per kwh

for users of

Storage Type
Water
Heaters
»
—also ask for details

The 50-gallon Sepco au
tomatic electric water
heater which retail* for
$165 when inetailed to
•tour preient ggatem.

Central Maine Power Co.
at any of

our storea

about the

id Step
Rate

